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0.Sunnary

We consider the measurementproblem under the finite velo-

City ofobservation propagation anddiscuss the inducedparadox.

To incorporate the paradox into formulation. AEB(Autonomously

Emerging Boundary)modelwasproposed[5].Time-reverse rules for

AEBcanbedecidedwith theprimitiveFD(flowdiagram).A theorem

ispresented totheprimitiveFD.Utilizingthetheorem,eachbox

of the time-reverse rule can be classified and theprimitive FD

canbeproved tobeclosed.Examplesofadoptingthetime-reverse

rule are shown referred to the primitive FD.Almost allof the

rules.exceptafew.canbeutilized includingcontradiction.

Todemonstratetheparadox fromactualdata.weadoptaman-

t0-mangamecalledReT7)'zL.andsimulatetheaspectofuncertainity

derived from the finite velocity of observation propagation. It

is shown thatplayers somehow learn throu.gh repeated games.but

theirmoves in further repeated gamesshow new discoversby the

players-. It is difficult to describe a pT10rl the learning

process or the transformation system.Themove in a replay game

showsacorrelationwith themoveinthefirstgame(SG).Then.it

can be concluded that the information generated in SG was

certainly utilized in the replay.When we. external observers.

confronted paradoxicalaspects.thenweconsider that thepla.yer

'considers'.Inotherwords.wefind 'subject'inhim.
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Chapter1.Introduction

Studies has focused on the measurement problem under the

finitevelocityofobservationpropagationandon the information

generation accompaniedby theprocesshavebeen intensively made

by several reseachers.The problem was proposed by Matsuno[1],

who firstly detected the finite velocity of observation in

biologicalobject.experimentallyl2].If theproblem isadmitted.

we cannot help the discrepancy bet.ween t.he microscopic obser-

Vation and themacroscopicobservation.Ⅰtmeans thatwe can de-

finitely describe the progress only a posterloT.i. Matsuno[1]

emphasized the irreveI･Sibility of thedetermination a posteriori

and the non-determination a prloT'i. and proposed -one-t0-many

Jnapping●as the physical ba.sic concept.Gunji. Ito.Eon-no and

theauthorhaveaccepted theproblem and discussedproceduresto

incorporatetheconceptintodescription[3-10].Oneplausibleway

is to introduce the time-reverse rule to elementary cellula.∫

au.tomata(ECA).Thediscussionwasstarted from thepossibilityof

the use of time-reverse rules. and investigates the relation

between introdu.ction of time-reverse rule and the concept of

autOpOiesis,thephilosophical significance of time-reverse,the

construction of theAutonomousEmergingBoundary model(AEB),the

form of life. and the construction of the self-referential

system.Now some investigatorsand theauthorare studyingabout

the biological feature of learning process on this aspect.The

authorusesaman-t0-mangamecalledRenju.

This thesis consists of two papers. They are parted in

Chapters3and4.

In Chapter 3, discussion is focused on the procedure of
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Construction of theprimitive flow-diagram(FD). utilized in AEB.

AEB is a basic and probably intrinsic model for living things

which are irreversiblesystems.Itisformulatedusingelementary

cellular automata and its fundamental feature lies in the

operationoftime-reverserule.Thereverse rulecouldcont.radict

with the ordinarily temporal rule and the discrepancy is ex-

pressedbetweenthemacroscopicrulea.ndthemicroscopicrule.In

thispaperwe show a shortprocedureofAEBandanew recipe for

the flow-diagram (primitive FD) which is a reference for the

time-reverse rule.We construct the class of Box in the flow-

diagram andprove that,the flow-diagram is closed.Especiallywe

show thefeatureofprimitiveFDofsymmetric rules.

In Chapter4.Wediscuss thebiologicalfeatureof learning

process.using a man-t0-man game called ReTZjzL aS example. To

extract the biological feature of learning and to simula.te the

biological situation. we take theman-t0-man game. ReTIJ'u is a

finitega.meand thenumberofelementaryeventscan becountable

in principle.Thenumber.however.istooenormousand thenumber

of localsolutions isalso enormous.A Player takesamove ata

wild guess. The finite velocity of observation propagation

induces the uncertainity in the motion of two particles. Such

uncertainity isreplaced in thepresentcaseofRenjugameby the

wild guess of Players. In the first place, two Players play a

game and the orbit(the sequence of moves) is called SG(sample

game).Thesame two replay thegamestarting from the トth step.

SG and Replay show correlation. because players learn by ex-

perience.TheorbitofReplaydoesnotconverge.however,iisa

few or less stepsearlierthan theendingstepofSG in spiteof

that the number of solutions is finite.The learning system is

difficult to describe.We can see somehow biological feature in
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the variance of ～. which is the summation of the value of the

Replay orbit.

Both two papers are concerned with the measurement problem.

The first paper explains the mathematical procedure of AEB to

demonstrate biological aspects. If we accept the measurement

problem.we cannot help accepting that the dynamics cannot be α

priori given. Then, the acceptance of it is represented by the

construction of contradiction for themselves in description.One

way to construct the contradiction is to introduce the time-

reverse rule in ECA. in which the ordinally temporal rule is

'many-tol0ne' mapping and invertible. In the time-reverse rule.

the invertibility inducescontradiction.We intend to demonstrate

the biologicalprocess with incorporating the contradiction into

description. The second paper reports the analysis of an

experimentwhich simulates thebiologicalaspectunder the finite

velocity ofobservation propagation.Theuncertainity ofdynamics

a pT.iorz' is replaced by the wild guess of Players. External

observers, who can measure the Players. system for prediction

under infinite velocity of observation propagation. can also

construct the transformation system or learning process, but if

they intend to apply the past transformation system to the

future, the obtained data will betray them. Then we will find

that the Players are subject. even if at first we take the

standpoint of external observers and suppose the Players are

object. This is caused by the Players- Wild guess and probably

the finitevelocity ofobservation propagation.

The introductory lines will be shown with respect to the

relation between the syntax(adoption of dynamics) and the seman-

tics(data), the object(the external observers) and the subject

(the internalobservers),themeasurementand theparadox.
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Chapter2.

姐easurement ProbleJn in Biology: A Fixed Point Derived froJZL

FiniteVelocity ofObservationPropagation

All.Thequestionsabout life

In biologicaland/orbrain sciences,we often ask ourselves,

"what is life?'1. .'Is it possible to construct an artificail

intelligence?●一. ..Does an animal have a mind?'.. or …Is this

behaviorprograttlmed by gene or acquired in ontogeny?''.and those

problems are regarded as one of the letha.1questions in science.

Those are just various expressions for a unique question in the

context of language game. In naive realism we assume subject/

object dualism, and we erase the token of a subject or an

observer from any description.As a result the descriptions are

regarded asobjectiveones.A subject isdifferent from an object

with respect to logicalstatus.

However, all questions mentioned above involves something

beyond subject/object dualism.The terms.life, intelligence and

mindhave something todowith a subject.Hence thequestions can

involve the mixt.ure of terms at different logical status.

Therefore. those questions cannot be well-defined because each

one is self-referential form as well as Goedel's theorem of

incompleteness. In the previous researches the biological tea-

tures relevant to self-referential forms were estimated in the

comparison with classical machines (e.蛋. varela[21]: Hofstadter

l9]:Gunji & Nakamural8]).and there are many discourses how we

can talk about a paradox.On theoneha.nd,Varela and Hofstadter

argued that organisms prove a paradox and it leads to the
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tra.nsformation ofthe structureas theprocessofevolution.and

thataparadox accidentally originated causes the evolution.On

theotherha.nd.we claimed that aparadox isnotonly the cause

of evolution but also the result of evolution(Gunji[4-6]). and

thatthere isnocausalrelationbetweenevolutionandaparadox.

Theyaredifferentwith respect.tothestance I-elevantto ''time'l

inself-referentialsystemora.utopoieticsystem.

Autopoiesis(Maturana & Varelal15]: Varelal21]: Fleishaker

[3]) is defined by self-Organizing system ofwhich the system-S

own boundary is organized by itselfand it entails to a logical

paradox. When we call objective descriptions the inside and

callthestanceof subjectwhich cannotexplicitly appearin the

description theoutside,aparadox isoriginated from themixture

of the inside and the outside (Maturana & Varelal15]･.Gunji &

Nakamura[8]). Hence, an autopoietic system has the specific

topology inwhich there isnodistinctionbetween the insideand

the outside. However, it is too speculative to estimate the

relation ofa paradox and life.Now.Wehave to examinewhether

an organism live againstaparadox.live in aparadox orliveas

a paradox. Because autopoiesis has ambiguity on this point.we

hadsomecontroversialdiscoursesinsystem theory.

The most important thing is to cla.rify whether a paradox

whichappears indescribinganorganism isrealexistenceornot.

If it is real. it implies that our described paradox must

completely coincidewith an organism●sparadox.How to improvea

paradoxmustbe real in biologicalprocesses.Otherwise.finding

a paradox just implies the aspect t.hat we cannot formally

describe life in principle. Of course. we can constitute a.n

alternat.ive formal logic by embeding a paradox in the logic.

However.we can no longer regaI･d a paradox as a realexistence.
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Hence. how to use a paradox, the performativeness of a paradox

(Gunji[4]) has to be examined. We think that talking about a

paradox in the context of -ttime●- and/or evolution can be

performative in science.Therefore we prove how a paradox appear

in the context of time/space geometry in detail. It is discussed

with respect tovelocity ofobservation propagation.VOP (Matsuno

【13]).

Ⅰn the present paper, first we criticize the naive realism

believed by most scientists.and claim the disagreementwith the

concept of reality. As a result science is proved to be a

specific language game in which logical consistency is est.ab-

1ishedwithouta.ny foundations.in the sense ofWittgenstein [22]

and Kripkel10]. Second. We prove that we implicitly assume

infinite VOP wheneverwe describe interactions consistently. and

prove that a paradox in the form of a fixed point appear in

describing the interactionunder finiteVOP in the logicwith the

assumption of infinite VOP.Finally we discuss thatvariousnon-

well-defined questions originated from the same reason that the

question has a fixed point in principle. and refer to the

significance ofembeding aparadox in dynamicalspace.

2-2.NaiveRealism andParadox inRuleFollowing

We always construct the concept or the structure of a

system, not from a ■●raw一一 system itself. but from the symbolic

sequenceswhich is regarded as representation fora 一一raw''system.

According toRosen[19].allrepresentations leads to the symbolic

systems called for●mc(I syst¢m and '-raw●● ma.terials are called

natural system. That dualism is clearly derived from naive

realism. and Rosen tried to describe the perspective of naive
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realism in the context of relativism.However. it ca.n be failed

because whole his perspective is also in the domain of naive

realism. First.we have to be liberated from naive realism that

mostscientists implicitly believe.

Imagine the case of the Fibonacci series. which is one of

the structure in biological science. We believe that Fibonacci

series representstheprocess ofcellproliferation which belongs

to whatwe callnatural system.However.though it can refer (it

looksas if it referred)to the specificnaturalphenomenon.they

can by no means indicate it(Gunji[4]). In the context of

Fibonacci series, all what we can find is the correspondence

between the transition rule

st'1-st+st-1 (1)

where st represents the number of cells at the i-th step. and

the collection of symbols(i.e. the number of cells with time)

such as

I(1,2.3.5‥).(12.15.27.42..). ‥). (2)

The former is called syntax oraxiomatic system and the latter is

called semantics.In otherwords.the latter form (2) implies the

existence of a model for the former one (I). Therefore any

descriptions leads to the consequences of formal language in

principle.The problem that is originated in describing natural

system is formally examined and/ordiscussed.

Of course. in forma.I language we cannot ignore Goedel's

theorem of incompleteness.in which ifweassume the soundnessof

a system it isproved incomplete.In otherwords. we can atmost
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choose a model(Set-(2)) for an axiomatic system(Eq-(1)). but

cannot prove a unique relation. We cannotprove that there is a

unique rule. (1). by which the numberof series.Set-(2) follow.

Though it sounds trivial.We must not ignore that it is hidden

assumption in formal systems. because it is. in fact. the

essential point in the question on the artificial intelligence.

mind of animals or what is life.We here suggest the following

working hypothesis; (i) there is no explicit relation between

natura.1 ("raw… phenomena) and formal system in science.and the

rela.tionship regarded as thatofnaturaland formalones,itself.

is embeded in a formal system as the relation of semantics and

syntax. (ii) As well as that a formal system cannot refer to

a nat.ural system. an explanation which is the correspondent

relation between syntax and semantics isnotuniquely determined.

The first working hypothesis can also be exposed by the

questions from skeptic naive realists. such that ●●We agree that

the rule-(1) is related not to cellbut to the set-(2).but the

set is just one of the representations of "raw●● cell

proliferation.It implies that theset-(2)indicates the referent

of a cell. That is why we can regard Fibonacci series as the

structure of cell proliferation. isn■t it?" Needless to say.

naive realism isdefinedby thedogma such that ifX isdescribed

fheTZX exists.Therefore any words and/ordescriptions represent

specific referents.and itsupplies the foundation forhow touse

aword.However.Wedonothave toanswerthisquestion directly.

Naive realists- refutation is well-defined only ifwe can prove

the certain correspondence between the rule and the series of

numbers. In other words. naive realists believe that it is

certain that the rule refers to the series of numbers and back.

and that the series ofnumber refers to natural referent a.swell
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astherelationship in theformalsystem.

Now, the proof of the hypothesis (ii) makes it clear.The

answer can be found in the discourses of Xripke[10] and

Wittgenstein[22]. and it is another and general expression of

Goedel●stheoremofincopleteness. Wecannotprovetha.taseries

(1. 2.3,5) follows the rulest'1三三St+St-1.becauseanotherrule

st'1-2st-i is also possibleand we cannot deny the existence of

otherpossible rules.Let a set of a series ofnumbersA and a

setofmeaning y,where forexampley-2こく0,1)and themeaningof

a∈A is 1 if we can regard a as Fibonacci series. and it is 0

otherwise. We can regard the series a as Fibonacci series

wheneverwe find that the seriesa followsst'1-st+st-1 Hence,

in order toprove thata seriesa follows the rulest'1=st+st-1

we have to prove that there exists a unique rule st+1-st+st-1

whichaseriesα follows.Itmustfa.ilbecausethenumberofrule

which satisfiesFibonacciseries isalways largerthan thatofa.

series.Itcanbeexpressedby

Card(YA)>card(A). (3)

where Card(S) represents the cardinality of a set S and YA

EHom (A. Y)岩tf:A-}YIva∈A, ヨy∈Y.y-f(a)).YA isasetofrules.In

other words. the form (3) implies that ¢:A⇒YA must not be

surjective while we have to assume that ¢:A-+YA is surjective

becausewehave toproveauniquecorrespondencebetween aEA and

fEYA.Theproofof thatunique correspondenceorconviction ofa

choice of i. which a series a follows, must be founded by the

proofthatthereisnootherpossiblerule.That iswhyweassume

や:A⇒y〟 is surJeCtive. Finally the assumption entails to

contradiction. which is expressed by the a fixed point: there
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exists b∈A for any A:YうY. such that ¢(a)(a)=h(4)(a)(a)). That

procedure proposed by Lawvere to prove a fixed point is as same

as Cantor's diagonal arguments. Goedel/Tarski's or Russel's

para.dox(Lawvere[11]).

You ma.y disagree with our proof which leads to

contradiction, because we at first set an infinite series like

(1.2.3.5. ...)butwemention a finite set (1.2.3.5)in the

proof. However. now. any symbols like <...> cannot indicate

infinite sequence which implies a specific sequence. If we

declare that く‥.> implies a specific sequence obtained from the

same operation as (1.2.3.5), then wemust indicate the rule

which (1. 2. 3. 5) follows. Because we cannot prove that a

specific rule is a referent of the sequence (1.2. 3. 5), we

cannot prove that the symbol く‥ .> implies a specific sequence.

Hence theproofmentioned a.bove issufficient.

That iswhy we cannotprove any relationship between a rule

and a series.Itsuggests that the relation isgenerally replaced

also by those of a referent a.nd a word, function and structure.

or theusage of a.machineand a.machine.Therefore. wemust sa.y

thatwe canuse a languagewithoutthe foundation oftheusageor

the conviction ofa referent.thatthe function cannotbedecided

dependent on the structure, and that we can use a machine

independent of the conviction of how to use a ma.chime. We ca.n

repeatwhywecan usea languagewithout the correspondence-table

between a word and its referent. but it must fail again.

Wittgenstein[22] Showed that the question isnot even a problem.

Strictly speaking.he reversed the direction of the usage of a

language and the rule of a language. ln the context of naive

realism we believe that if there exists the rule of a language

then we can use a language. However. Wittgenstein said that,
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first, a language game proceeds and that the ad hoc rule is

invented a posteriori. Acceptance of a language game is

Wittgenstein'S (and/or Kripke.S) philosophy. That is why we do

nothave to think aboutthe reason orfoundation(Gunji[5]).

In a language gamewe use even a formal language.Now usage

of a.language implicates the usage without any foundations. We

just use. The correspondence between syntax and semantics is

invented a posteriori in a la.nguage game, and the illusion that

we can use a formal language owing to the real correspondence-

table.doesnot hold.We use a formal language. formal system or

scientific language not by naive realism but in a language game.

Science is the specific language game to find a rule but finding

a rule.itself, isnotfounded,then it is independentofnaive

realism whetherscientistsbelievenaive realism ornot.

Therefore. the usage of a formal language, itself. must

conflict the concept of a rule, while that conflict must not

appear in sofar as we just use the language and do not ask the

rule of the usage of the language.Asking the rule ofhow to use

the language in a formal language leads to Goedel'S theorem of

incompleteness or a paradox. Ifwe ignore the foundation of the

usage of a language therlWe use a language as ifwe could use a

language founded by the correspondence-table between a word and

its referent. Otherwise. We find that there exists no

correspondence-tableorrule.In the formercase it looksas ifa

universe was based on naive realism. and in the latter case a

language game appears in the form of Goedel-s theorem of

incompleteness. That aspect is found in biological system and

discourseson life.Goedelnessyieldsakey fortheproblem.what

is life.
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2-3.ToObserve.TobeObserved andGoedelness

On the one hand. the estimation on the animal mind or

intelligence is to find something like us.an observer. It leads

to finding something like a subject in a.n object. On the other

hand. Observation or description itself is something to disca.rd

the token of a subject. Therefore the problem. what is animal

mind. is suggested not to be well-defined problem. AIso. the

problem of an artificial intelligence and what is life are

discussed aswellas thatproblem.

In that context. we distinguish lif¢ from organisms. We

generally use the term of.not the origin of organisms but the

origin of life.On otherhand.weuse the evolution of organisms

instead of the evolution of life(Nagano[16]). It suggests that

the term life involves something like injective limit and that

life is regarded as a limit in the retrogression of the

evolution. because life involves something changeable which is

intrinsic change from amaterialto an organism.Whileweaccount

for organisms that they are originated from the appearance of

life. described organisms do not involve something changeable

without the effect of the accident boundary condition(Conrad &

Matsunol2]). In the context of organisms we accept the accident

external cause of change and simulataneously ignore it.while in

the context of lifewehave to be faced with the cause of change

itself because the question with respect to life focuses just on

thatpoint.

Modern synthesis concerning the evolution of organisms

shelved something changeable by t.he separation of organisms and

environments based on Weisemann hypothesis (Matsunol14]). That

separation is believed to have been judged by their empirical
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accuracy.hence it is called the fact.However, any scientific

discourses are judged also by how close they come to Platonic

idea.1,that implicatesself-consistency ofthe logic and thatby

no means involve something changeable. In principle, entity of

changeable conflicts consistent logic. In otherwords.whenever

we ignore the logic'S own consistency or the conviction of the

correspondence between syntax and semantics. the separation

between syntax and semantics is regardedas the trivialand leap

in the darkness in using a logic(Kripkel10])ishidden.The leap

in thedarkness-youcompreheT7dapenwhen Isay ■.apen"without

a referent of a word. pen - implicates something changeable.

Therefore,Somethingchangeable is concealed outofa logicwhen

we use a formal logic.and it appears in the form of paradox,

Goedelnessorleap in thedarknesswhenweoverlook theaspectof

theusageofa language.Notethatin theformercaseitlooksas

if a syntax referred to a specific semantics.That is why the

separation can be judged by empirical accumulation (empirical

dataarealso in thelogic).

As mentioned above, science is a specific language game

independentofnaiverealism.However.ifonebelievesthatit is

founded by naive realism, referents (noted here by ㍗) of the

described sentence. system,data.and discourses (noted here by

X) must exists in the sense ofx2Y(X and Y are isomorphic).At

the same time X constitutes objectivism because X does not

involve something changeable and/or ambiguity. In biology 〟 is

called an organism compared to life. Regarding 〟 as non-

changeable objective existence prohibits from talking about the

usageofX or from consideringasubjectwhousesX.Hence,life

such thatisassameasasubjectleadstothede-constructionof

〟.Logical paradox cannot be improved in principle, because on
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the one hand a paradox inevitably appears in finding a rule and

on the otherhand the improvementofaparadoxhas tobe realized

by a ruleproving a paradox.OnlybyWittgenstein-sskepticproof

a paradox is proved without finding a rule of the proof(Kripke.

[10]).Then.the gap between an organism asan objectand life as

a subject must not disappear. It entails to life as a limit of

organisms.We summarize theaspectas shown inTable2-1.

In the aspect of description, it is assumed that there

exists subject/object dualism. An object is regarded as an

object only because it is obseTVed ormeasured by a.Subject.and

a subject is distinguished from an object only because he

observes an object. Needless to say. even a subject does not

exist and it is just one singular point in the network of a

language game.A subject isalsoa resultoftheadhoe invention

derived from a language game. Subject/Object dualism is also

established without foundation. We have to find the formal

aspect in observation ormeasurement to describe the token of a

subject(i.e. to describe life). which can be replaced by the

token of the usage of a language. and it leads to Goedel's

theorem of incompleteness

Thosewho justusea languagecannotbe facedwith aparadox

whether he believes the objectivism or not. and the specific

language game proceeds as if there existed objective ideal.With

respect to observation an observer do not pay attention to an

observation itself.and it leads to an objective observation.We

call that observer an exO-observer. and call those who observe

the observation itself an endO-observer. However. an endo-and

ex0-Observer cannot be examined as the same logical status.

Whenever we describe or observe something, even an observation

itself. we cannot look out over our own observation or
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description.Hence.wealways take the stanceofan exO-observer.

and an end0-Observer is constructed in the form of a paradox by

the stanceofan exO-observer.

Now. the answer to the problem. what is life. is to

construct an endO-observer. but constructing cannot be here

distinguished from finding because there does not exist a

reality of referent to be find.Determinant of construction and

discovery is originated from naive realism.We formalize an end0-

Observer as a paradox or a fixed point with respect to

measurement.especially tovelocity ofobservat.ion propagation.

2-4.MAleasurement■-in Measurementand Fixed Point

Now. We can distinguish an object from a subject(i.e.

distinguish X by an ex0-Observer from X' as an endO-observer)

with respect to the measurement. As far as we understand the

objective description in the context of causality, itmust leads

to the formal description such that forany cause thereu.niquely

exists a result. If we take measurement in space into

consideration. a cause is articulated into an internal observer

(i.C. internal state) and an input.When the space isdefined by

the lattice of products. such measurement can be expressed by

f:AxB-)B. that for V(a. b)∈AxB, there exists b'∈B such that

bl=f(a. a). where we call A the set of inputs,B the set of

internal states of an internal observer. For example, when we

describe thata frog(an internalobserver).whose state at the i-

th time step is bt. observes a fry.whose state at the i-th step

is at and it leads to an action bt'Jt at the (I+At)-th step. it

is expressed by
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bt'dt-i(at. bt). (4)

Eq-(4) is a result of an externalmeasurement,and i.e‥ we,an

external observer observes the computation of an internal

observer. a frog. That expression can be articulated into

internal measurement and computation. The former is

identification process of an input and is expressed by the

disjunction. (at. bt). The latter is realization of computation

or the operation of a function.f. Allprogrammable computation

processes are realized in this way. namely after receiving an

input (internalmeasurement)an output iscomputed.In this sense

we find measurement in any formal descriptions. In other words.

this scheme implies that the result of an internal measurement

coincideswith thatofan externalmeasurement.by the commutable

diagram, computation(internal measurement)=external measurement.

Asdiscussed later.itisa characterofan exO-observer.

Such ''formal" Observation or measurement is different from

our (subject●S) measurement or measurement by measurement. We

distinguish them by naming the latter …measurement-I.On the one

hand. '.measurement" involves finite time to measure and

simultaneous changeofa state,Therefore l'measurement.''conflicts

the formal articulation of an internal measurement and

computation. The ●-measurement■■ is defined by impossible

articulation. and the form of impossibility can be regarded as

''measurement-I. Now we have to formalize -■measu.γement" in

measurement..Now.measurement is realizedby an exO-observer.and

''measurement''is realized by an endO-observer.

First. We emphasize that in measurement we assume finite

velocity of observation propagation. When we describe f:AxB⇒B,

Category theory is very convenient. In that theory we define
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Category C which has objects denoted such as A. β , C. and

morphisms denoted such as i:AうB.g.....and define a specific

axiomatic system such that C satisfies the axiom of category

theory.Ifweadoptasetasanobject.afunction correspondsto

a morphism and we can construct a set theory. It is the most

importantthatwedefinethepowerandthelimitin thecartesian

closed category in which we can constructa productAxβ and can

articula.te any f:AxβうC into computation and an internal

measurementbythecommutablediagram.

i｡AX:Tc

C

= (5)

Axβ )C ,

where CC represents the power. Here, an internal measurement

(resp. computation) can be replaced by the transpose of f,

中(resp.ev)(Gunjil5]).

The definition ofpower leads to the extension of the form

of limit, and limit in category implies the existence of an

observer who observes taking no time. If it takes no time to

measure or observe something. We define that observation is

realized under infinite velocity of observation(Matsuno[13]).

Now.measurementcan becomprehended byanothernameofmorphism

inacommutablediagram.Thedefinitionthatan externalmeasure-

ment is articulated into an internal measurement and a com-

putation isdescribedby

β
l

A

d
V

ハし

=

C

(6)



where we call g and A an internal and external measurement

respectively. Because any object X in a category has identity

id〟:∬⇒ガ,we can always find a commutablediagram such as (6).If

B-C. we obtain a commutable diagram A-idcoh for h:Aう･C. We can

say that an observer A observes a morphism f by the means of

measurement g and h (e.蛋.Given A-idcoh. an observerA observes

idc orC by themeasurement h:A+C).Therefore.if thereuniquely

existsamorphism llwhich commutes

~ 二 二~ー ●
X-･--･-･.･-･･Lう*一 ･

(7)

for any objects X. the diagraTn (7) implies the existence of

objective observation ormeasurement.because the results of any

measurement or observation (i.e. by any observers) Can be

uniquely transformed by that of *.Eternalmeasurement can here

be constructed by the consensus of various measurements by the

diagram (7). and *is called a limit. It is clear that eternal

measurement can be constructed if and only if velocity of

observation propagation is infinite.That iswhy we calla limit

a.n exO-observer. Limit leads to product.and then we can define

space by the extension of products like AxAxAx..xA. hence it

leads to eternalmeasurementofthe space.which implies infinite

velocity of observation propagation(VOP).Hence. the definition

of limit implies the assumption of infinite velocity of

observationpropagation.Now.'lmeasurement"inmeasurementcan be

replaced by themeasurementunder finitevelocity of observation
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propagation in cartesianclosedcategory.

In theform (4).wecan findan internalmeasurementas (at.

bt). however. it takes no time in measurement. In order to

describeI-measurement…wecan rewrite (4)by,

bt'AtL=f8(at'JtZ. bt)

bt十AtZ=fl(at. bt). (8)

wheredtl>>At2.However.even in thisformwefindmeasurementas

(at. bt) and thenwerewriteagain.Thatproceduremustfallinto

infinite regression. and finally we obtain infinite series of

equationsas

bt'At.-fo

bt'dt2-fl

bt'dt3 =f2

t..■ー■nullrHuIl■り

一r■
.ど
ど

L
U
rJO
-LP

q
t一

▲▼

nu.
Ju
H

iT.

■〃
β
■〃

十

十

十

■一
■t
tJ

-u
α
-u

JLHrntunHlU
bt'Ati-fト 1(at'At'l+L nrhu

～

.

LP

(9)

where Atl>>dt2>>At3>>‥>>Ati>>At,･+1>>‥.As faraswe start from

cartesian closed category ormeasurement. "measurement." entails

to infinite form.On the onehand,ifweassume infiniteVOP we

canmeasurewith finite(coarse)degreeofaccuracy.On theother

hand.ifweassumefinitevelocityofobservationpropagation.we

have to cut finite sequence from infinite one a.nd it requires

infinite degree of accuracy.In spite of the infinite form (9).

we.those who observeunder finitevelocity ofobservation.can

''measure''.Hence. when wedescribe''measurement''inmeasurement.

wealsohave todescribe ■■measurement…forthe infinite form (9)

in the term ofmeasurement.It implies thatwe can "measureHby

thecorrespondence table between themeaning (i.e.referent)and
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symbol sequence (9).The infinite symbol sequences are expressed

by

Ao=(f88 . FBI. f82,fo3. ...)
Al-(f川 , FIT. fl空 .f13, ‥.)

Ai=(f/0 . fH , i,･2 . i,･3,‥ . )
(10)

where i in the infinite sequence A,･ represents the kind of the

sequence. and f,･J represents that f,･j belongs to Ai. Let the

meaning of A,･. g/(A,I). where g,I denotes which i,･j indicates the

meaning of A,I(e.蛋. gj(A,･)-fj3). Therefore. we define g,.:S⇒F. for

VA/∈SモFo.]gi(Ai)∈F.Also.we define4>:S⇒FS.wherePS represents

a set of functions from S toF,and i.C.FS=Home(S. F)=fgI･:S-?Fl.

Whatwe can "measure" in terms ofmeasurement can be replaced by

aunique existenceof the choicemorphism中.

Is it possible to formally describe …measurement… in

measurement? It can be replaced by the problem. whether we can

observe under finite velocity of observation propagation by the

way of observation under infinite velocity of observation

propagation. If can, it implies thatwe have the correspondence-

table between infinite sequences of measurements. Ai. and their

meanings, 那 (A/),and can chooseone ofcorrespondencesoroneof

A,A. It implicates that forany g∈FS.we can decideB (i.e.there

existsB∈S)such that forany A/･∈S.

g(Ai)=4)(B)(A,･). (ll)

In spite of that assumption which we can describe

一一measurement'- in measurement. using diagonal arguments. we can

obtain g':S->F such that forVAi∈S.
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g●(A,･)=九(4)(A,･)(Ai)) (12)

forany functionsA:F+F.It implies thatwe can constructunknown

meaning in the form of g'. and then it leads to the

contradiction, because, On the one hand we know all meaning

and/Or all infinite sequences of measurement. and on the other

hand we can construct unknown meaning or unknown infinite

sequence. That paradox is formally expressed by the following.

Eq-(ll) holds for any g and A,L. We Obtain g'(B)-中(B)(B). At the

same time from Eq-(12). we obtain g●(B)-A(4)(B)(B)). Hence, we

obtain. forany a:F⇒F.

¢(B)(B)=h(中(B)(B)). (13)

Theremustexists A thatchanges the state of¢(B)(B) in spiteof

Eq-(13).It isaparadox.

Finally when we describe the "measurement-t which involves

the interaction under finite VOP in the terms of measurement

which involves infinite VOP. 1'measurement''can be replaced by a

fixed point,We constitute an end0-Observer as a fixed point as

wellasMa.xwel-sdemon in endo-physics(Roessler[17]).

215.Not-well-definedproblem inHierarchicalSystem

A fixed point や(β)(β) in Eq-(13) implies that the meaning

for any measurement. A,･=(i,･O. f日 . fi2. fノ3. .‥ ). cannot be

uniquely determined, and that we cannot ignore other

possibilities of i-sequences. Redefine that g:S+N. N represents

a set of natural numbers. such that a(AI･)-i which indicates the
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j-th symbolinf-sequencesofA,I.Alsodefinethatwecan express

bythefinite formorcanobtain theapproximated form.

bt'atl=fO(at+AtZ. bt)
bt'dt2-fl(at'Ot3 , bt)

bt+dtj=fj-1(at. bt),
(14)

if g(A,I)≡)', Therefore. if g(A,･)=0.we can express bt'dt-fO(at.

bt). However. a fixed point implies that we cannot uniquely

determineda finitenumberj likeg(A/)=0.Itleadstotheaspect

that bl+dt=f8(at. bt) is possible but we cannot deny other

possibilities.such as

bt'一日 .-fo(at'dtZ . bt)
bt'At2 -fl(at. bt). (15)

Hence. we must take another possible form, bt'At-fo .(at. bt).

derived from Eq-(15) into consideration. It implicates the

existence ofや:BうHom(AxB. B) defined that.forVb∈B. ヨf∈Hom(AxB.

β) such that

チ-4)(a). (16)

Now, we describe the interaction under finite VOP assuming

infiniteVOP and then arbitrarily cutthe f-sequence by g(A,･)=0.

Asa result.wearefacedwith theaspectthatthearbitrary form

bt'dt=f8(at. bt) is instable in principle. However. such an

instability does not imply indefinite possibilities.

Formaldescription indynamicaltheoryderived fromcartesian

closed category always imply state space inwhich the trajectory

can be defined. Ⅰf we formally describe (formal description
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itself involves the assumption of infinite VOP) the interaction

under finite VOP in spite of a fixed point.Wehave to embed a

fixed point in a state space (Gunji[6]). It implies that any

trajectories cannotbedefined and thatdynamicsmustbeone-t0-

many type mapping.Simultaneously. a fixed point is embeded and

constructed in order to minimize logical contradiction using

forward and backward dynamics (Gunjil4-6]). Therefore. the

system inwhich a fixedpoint isembededbehavesas if itshowed

structural stability. If the distance like ヂ8(at. bt)～fo■(at.

bt).whichsuggeststhedegreeoflogicalcontradiction issmall.

then the system can recover to fo(at'1, bt'1). It suggests a

selトrepairing system. however a self-repairing system does not

exist a priori and it is invented a posteriori.Also. if the

distance is fairly large. the system canmove as if it followed

f8日(at'1. tlt'1). After the transformation from fP tO FO‥, the

system canshow thestructuralstabilityaroundtheemergentrule

fa 日 . Itlooksasifthesystemwasattracted intoanotherstable

structureorasifthesystem learnedsomething.

A fixed point is derived from the assumption in formal

description. infinite γOP. Therefore. to fortmally describe by

embeding a fixed point implies both the generation ofa paradox

and removing a paradox. As a result the defined system has

criticallogicalstatusand then thesystemdemonstratesboth the

generation of information and the learning (i.e. removing

information). It suggests that the interaction under finite γOP

isdescribedas ifitwasconstructedby

f ¢
Ax8- )β + )Hom(Axβ, β).
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As faraswe describe in cartesian closed category we assume

infinite VOP. Hence the form (17) can be rewritten by the

sequence ofmetabolic repair(Rosen[18]:Casti[1])system as

f 4) ¢ T
Dー Dー Hom(D, D)+ 〉Hom(D, Hom(D.D))1 ･･ (18)

where や represents the choice or estimation of f.Note that the

metabolic rule i:D⇒D under finite VOP is regarded as instable

rule as far as we describe assuming infinite VOP. and that the

sequence (18) Can be infinitely continued in principle. Hence.

the feature of instability and the critical logic leads to the

illusion which the hierarchical structure like the form (18) a

prioriexists.It causesvariousnon-welldefined problems.

Ethologistsand/orecologistsoften estimatewhethera given

behavior isprogrammed by gene oracquired (learned) in ontogeny.

Tinbergenl20] Claimed that the problem was nonsense because any

behavior consists of both something instinct and something

learned. Against the claim Lorentzl12] said th.at learning

mechanism was released by the trigger of the key stimuli and

then learning was attained. and that the question was not

nonsense because the hierarchical structure (either DうD or

DうDうHom(D.D))exists.Both stances are founded by the assumption

that a hierarchical structure exists as a result of adaptation

and that any behavior including learning process can be pro-

grammed without ambiguity. Modern social biologists succeed to

that perspectives (e.蛋. Maynard-Smith) and the controversy

between instinct and learning is believed to have been proved

because the learning mechanism itself resulted from adaptation.

However. we argue that a hierarchical structure is ad hoc
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invented and that any behavior involves ambiguity or behavioral

plasticity due to theparadox originated from the finiteVOP.OuI'

argument sounds likeTinbergen, but isdifferent from his.

As we recognize behavioral plasticity that cannot formally

be programmed. any behavior is articulated into the part which

can be programmed and the other part that conflicts the

programmed part. That articulation is dependent on an observer.

is arbitrary.and is continuous.On the one hand,the rate among

them is expressed by p, Ipl≦1, and has the cardinality of real

number(R). On the other hand. Once we determine whether the

behavior is instinctor learning.We describe the behavior either

by DうD or by DうD⇒Hom(D. D). called the mechanism.The mechanism

is always hierarchical structure whose number of ranks is one.

two. or more (as expressed as the form (18)).hence it has the

cardinality of natural number(N). Therefore. as far as we

recognize that any behavior cannot be completely described in

formal language and thatbehavioralplasticity is alwaysobserved

moreor less,weare facedwith

Card(R)>Card(N). (19)

in determining whether an observed behavior including behavioral

pla.Sticity is instinctor is learned.

Ⅰt is one example of non-well-defined problem in modern

science.We argue the problem of artificial intelligence in the

same context. When we ask whether the machine has the

intelligence ornot.we assume that themachine exits independent

ofus, theusersof themachine.However.thearchitecture of the

machine is constructed dependent on the users. In any computers

in which we can use programs, the access to the computational
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element which is in the midst of computation is completely

prohibited in order to prevent from the dead-lock.Therefore,we

have to determine the time interval of which it takes for a

computational element to compute. or the time duration that it

takes tilla computationalelement recover itsoriginalstate.It

is another expression of finite VOP. If we can definitely

determine that time interval. then we can separate the machine

from th users. However. the determinant of tha.t time interval

involves t.he measurement problem as well as the argument

discussed above section. That determinant is impossible in

principle.The Tea.son why we can use a.Computer in spite of the

difficulty thatwe cannotdetermine that time interval is thatwe

use a computer.We roughly define the time intervaldepending on

whether we can understand the output of the computer. In other

words. the self-referential form which consists of the machine

and the user(Fig. 2-2) Covered the mystery that we can use a

machine and lea.ds the illusion that a machine exists indepen-

dently separated.

As well as discussed above various problems in modern

science isoriginated frommisunderstanding originated from naive

realism.They can beproved by pointout that the problem isnon-

well-defined problem. It is skeptic proof according to Kripke

[10]. It is shown by the construction of a paradox. and the

paradox ca.nnot be improved. If we construct the new logic

embeding a paradox ora.fixed point.it looks as ifwe went back

thenaive realism again.However.Wehave already understand that

science is just specific language game but is not founded by

naive realism. In that context an embeded paradox is not real

existence even if a paradox is embeded in the new logic.

Therefore.we can demonstrate what is a paradox by exhibiting a
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Specific language game in which a fixed point is embeded in a

state space. The problem whether the specific language game is

good orbad is justwhether it isperformative ornot.

In formalizing a paradox in the context of evolution. We

cannot separate the generation of a contradiction from the

removing a contradiction. while in modern synthesis the

generation of variants (contradiction) is separated from

selection process (removing contradiction). Therefore, ln Our

perspectives. a paradox which is a kind of the uncertainty

principle leads to the generation ofvariants(Matsunol14]).

We claim againstVarela[21]becausehe regarded a paradox as

the realexistence in spiteofhiswillagainstnaive realism.He

argued that evolution is the process in which a paradox is

improved.The generation of a paradox is independently separated

from the process improving a paradox. illustrating a structure

coupling like symbiosis (Symbiotic element accident encounter).

However.in our stance.the generation ofa paradox is originated

from the effort of improving a paradox, and it is perpetually

maintained because a paradox cannot be proved in principle. The

difference looks tiny but it leads to the difference between

naive realism and a language game. The reason why we embed a

fixed point as a dynamica.1 rule itself or the structure of the

r'time'l(Gunjil4-6]: Gunji & Nakamural8]: Gunji & Konnol7]) is

shown as that difference.We can no longer simulate a system but

can demonstrate it.

2-6.Discussion

It has been suggested that a biological system is relevant

to a self-referential form,a paradox and a fixed point.We have
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to understand that in describing a biological system we a.re

inevitably facedwith aparadox and theacceptthatabiologica.1

system cannot be predictable in principle.As faras we do not

hope to overcome a paradox but accept that stance.We regard a

biological system as a life. It is as sa.me as a skeptic proof

against the pragmatic proof of the question. what meaning is

(Kripke[10]).Therefore.Wecannotregardaparadox itselfasthe

realexistence,and thenconstitutea logicembedingaparadox in

ordertomakeemergentunifiedtheoryoflife.

In using a paradox or a fixed point. we constitute a

specific language game according to Wittgenstein and cannot

regard a new logic as thenew better logic in order to describe

life.However.whenwedemonstrate anew specific languagegame.

We can simultaneously demonstrate a life. In demonstrating a

life. We focus on the feature of evolution. Hence we prove a

fixed point relevant to the time/spacegeometry.With respectto

finitevelocityofobservationpropagation.

We proved a fixed point in a cartesian closed category in

which we assume infinite velocity of observation propa.gation in

theform ofa limitwhenwedescribethe interactionunderfinite

velocity of observation propagation. It is origina.ted from the

effort that we wish to formally describe as consistent as

possible. Ⅰt is not invented ad hoe.Therefore we find formal

(and/ornatural)descriptionhastwo faces:theoneisremovinga

paradox and the other is generating a paradox.The measurement

under finite velocity of observation propagation called

"measurement-● cannot be articulated into measurement and com-

putation. It implies that we cannot compute an action after

identifying an input. As well a.S -■measurement". we cannot

distinguish the engine of a paradox from an agent removing a
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paradox(Matsuno[14]).We find life in thataspect that isnothing

butmotion or evolution.

A fixed pointwith respect to finitevelocity of observation

propagation implies thatadynamicalruleby which we predict the

time evolution of the system cannot be uniquely determined. and

thatdescribed dynamicalrulesareperpetually degenerated into a

unique rule approximately butmustnotbeunique in principle, It

is resulted from both sides ofaparadox.Therefore.we can find

evolution in that dynamical process. and can constitute a new

theory of evolution only by focusing finite velocity of

observation propagation.Itentails to theproof that thedualism

between operand(structure, gene) and operator(function,

selection) is not well-defined. Evolution is not a result of a

real existence of the replication rule.mutation and selection.

We can constitute the generative process of both I.eplication and

mutation in thatperspective.
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ofa langauge うGoedelness

Table 2-1. Comparison Life with Organisms. On the one hand.

wheneverweuse the term orgaT7isms, it implicates objectivism and

we always ignore the usage of the language by which we describe

organisms.Wedonot look outovertheaspect in which a language

is used. On the other hand. the term life implicates something

sounds like an observer.We use the term life when we find t九a.t

an organism behaves as well as us. Hence. it looks as if it

referred to a subject or to the aspect in which a language is

used and performative. Tbe performativeness itself cannot be

pragmatically described but it is demonstrated by theproofofa

paradox which appears in describing the founda.tion of the usage

ofa language.
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ぐ う embedding 一一measurement●■

J

orgaTZisms

J

llfe

finding(-constructing)

a fixedp.

Fig.2-1.Schematic diagram of the comparison ofan organism and

lifewith respect to formal logic.A category (formal system) is

complete and objective if a limit is defined in it. Tbe

definition of a limit also implies the existence of an ex0-

Observer under infinite velocity of observation propagation and

measurement.As a statement in a complete language we find the

term organisms. The term life which implies the entity moving

under finite velocity of observation propagation can be demon-

Strated only by proofofa fixedpoint(paradox).''Measurement''or

an end0-Observeralwaysappearsasa fixedpoint.
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Fig. 2-2. Schematic diagram of the aspect in which we use the

programmable computer.Theproblem.''ispossibleto constructan

artificial intelligence?" is well-defined if a machine can be

separated from the user of a machine. However, in any pro一

grammable computers the relaxing timeofa computationalelement

(CE)which prohibits from another inputnot to fall into dead-

lock. is given.and we cannotpragmaticallydefine the relaxing

time.Weactually use the computerwithoutthedefinition ofthe

relaxing time. It is mystery.The mystery is hidden because we

comprehend the output of the computerwithoutany definition or

foundation ofthe output,It impliestheusageofa computerand

implies that a computer isperformative.See text for detailed

discussions.
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Chapter3.

AlgobralcproportyofFlow-dlagran

lrlTlrLB-rOVOrSOCEIllular-ALJtOrllatOn

3-1.IrreversibleSystemyithmany-tO-Onemapping

In theexsitingmodelsof irreversible systemspresented in

the past, the systems are defined. as fixed and not change-

ablell].Such fixed systemsareformulatedwith rulesofmany-tO-

One mapping.Many-t0-One TnaPPing is not invertible and this is

why the model is called to be the description for irreversible

systems.In such models it is important that initialconditions.

boundary conditions. nonlinear deterministic rules.parameters.

and terms forperturbationaregiven independently.Especially if

the boundary condition and the term for perturbation. both of

which represent the externalenvironments for the system.area

pT-ioT'i given. the deterministic rule will never cause the

external environments to change and willnever be forced to be

changed by the externalenvironments.Even ifa ruledynamics is

introduced to change the deterministic rule itself depending on

timestep orcertainvaluesofinitialcondition.thecase isnot

essentially different. The rule dynamics and the ext.ernal en-

Vironments are independent each other. so long as the rule

dynamicsisa prior'1givenl3.4.5.6,7.8.14].

It is sure that such a model is good enough to implicate

some phenomena. such as earthquakes. Self-organized criti-

cality[2] explained the distribution of released energy well.

which isfound toobey theGutenberg-Richterlaw.Itisimportant

that earthquakes as phenomena are caused by the tectonic plate
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motion. which ca.n be considered to be uniform motion. In this

model the term for pert.urbation is given in the form of

probability which is uniform in time and space.Theperturbation

isjustaccidentalin the sense thatwecannotknowwhereorwhen

it is taken.If the probabilistic perturbation is taken through

enough long times,theperturbation itselfcanbe approximated to

be totally averaged in time and space. This corresponds to the

uniformmotion ofthe tectonicplate.Theboundary condition isa

prlorl given at which macroscopic forces are released. If the

st,ick-Slip mechanism forced by increasing energy has been

stabilized through long timeenough,We can describe such amodel

as implication.Because thevery mechanism is stabilized against

perturbation, it can be discussed in the context of structural

stability ba.sea on catastorophe theory.

The most remarkable difference ofAEB(Autonomously Emerging

Boundary model.[3,4,5,6.7.8.15]) from wha.t is called the model

for irreversible system involving self-organized criticality is

that the boundary condition is given a posteriors and the

deterministic rule can be changed dependent on the boundary

condition. The configuration at the 卜 th step is a posferlorl

obtained after calculating the configuration at the (i+Zト th

step.Therefore.we can findone-t0-manymapping in thisprocess.

as a result. It means that we cannot define a phase space of a

given dynamics(deterministic rule) a prlori. Because we can no

longer define homeomorphism between structure. we cannot use.

what is called. structural stability theory in order to express

one-t0-many type mapping. We will show the aim and the mathe一

maticalprocedureofAEB.

3-2.Automously EmergingBoundaryJnOdel(AEB)
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Themeaningofboundary condition inAEB isalsodifferent,

What is the external environment for an object[81? If we

recognize that the object does not interact with the external

environment.we need not consider the external environment.We

ha.Ve to considerthe effectofexternalenvironmentonlywhenwe

recognize that the object is clearly discriminated from the

external environment. In other words. the object should be

described in a different logic from one for the external

environment. it would change or be changed by the external

environment. and furthermore the possibility of the change is

intrinsic for the object. It is important that we external

observers ca.n know the change a.nd the effect of external

environment only after the change occurs. Tben. the external

environment for the objectshould begiven a posierioT.i and the

external environment might have the force to change the system

which wehaveused.Ifwe see the objectwhich isdiscrimin8-ted

from the external environment and interacts with the external

with possibility ofch8.nge.the objectshould be described with

the externa.1 environment.which ca.n positively force tD Cha.nge

thesystemandcanbechanged.

Hence.theaim ofAEB istheformulation todescribehowwe

seean objectdiscriminated from theexternaland interactswith

the external environment.which may force to change the object

and be forced to bechangedby theobject.Itshouldbe remarked

that the logical space is constructed for the object and not

necessarily fortheexternalenvironment.The situa.tion inwhich

weshoulduseAEB isthattheobjectand theexternalenvironment

interact each other and that we observers recognize both two

shouldbedescribedwithdifferentformallogics.Furthermore.it.
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is important thatwe observers think that the interaction and the

difference of logics is intrinsic for the object.

First. we show the basic concept of AEB. and prepare

necessary technical termsl3.4.5.6.7.8.15]. Let us take units to

be counted in space. and suppose that n pieces of units aI･e

placed in a directed row along which we can count therm.The i-th

unit is expressed as a,･∈(0.ll. 1≦i≦TZ. and the local and or-

dinarily temporal rule f∈R≡ff:(0,113う10.111 is defined as a,･t+L

-i(a,I-Lt.a,･t.a,･+lt).f represents the spatial interaction between

units. and aG . a,H l∈(0.ll are the boundary condition(BC) which

means the external environment of system. The family of finite

units of space, localand temporal rule and boundary condition is

called elementary cellular automaton(ECA)[9].Elementary cellular

automaton isprobably one of themost simple formulat.ion in order

to consider a spatial pattern transferred through time evolution

and the relation between time and space.Especially. the finite-

ness of space is very important. because objects like living

things are spacially finite and the propagation velocity of

interaction between the objects ismuch lower than that of light.

The definition ofAEB consists of the followings.

1.Localand ordinarily temporal rule :f :

2.Non-localand time-reverse rule :♂ :

3.System :The subset ofa :Rs :

4.The relation of 1 and 2 : g(チ(77UE)uE') can be approximated to

be a.n identity map ;

5.BC. local rule ∫ : these are decided to satisfy the I･elation

in 4 :

where,i represents a non-localand ordinarily temporal rule and

is applying the local rule i to whole space including BC.wheI･e

i,E'∈(0.1)2 represents BC at the i-th step.and at the (i+1)-th
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step. respectively.

We will show the detail of 2 later. g does not generally

satisfy the identity map in 4.Tobe close to the identity map,

operation 5 isprovided inwhichBC isdecidedand then rulef at

the (i+1)-th step is decided. The operation to decide BC is

called Macroscopic Perpet.ualDisequilibration(Macro PD)and that

todecide ∫atthenextstep isMicroPD,MacroPD is formulated

aS.

mュn mindfI(gF (i ) (i(77UE)uE'), 77UE).
1≦た≦m E.E' (1)

whered〟 representshaれingdistance.針 く〟 ) an inverse ruleof f.

77∈10.lln thesequenceofspatialunitsat i-th step. E∈(0.112 the

BC at time i .E'∈(0,112 theBC attime i+1.andT花is thenumber

ofelementsofthesetofinverserulesof チdefined in2.InEq-

(1). thoughone inverse ruleaswellasBCareselected,onlyBC

is important forthenextprocedure.MicroPD is formulated such

that.

min dFI(gf･ (k ')(f(77UE')uE'').77UE').
gf･(k')

(2)

where gf･ represents an inverse rule off'which is any element

ofRs defined in 3.Boundary states i+ and i'̀ are BC which is

selected in Macro PD. That is, Micro PD is the operation to

select one inverse rule from the disjoint union of the sets of

the inverse ruleofallelementsofRs.Rulef'∈Rs whose inverse

rulegf･ (k ') is selected in (2)isgiven astheordinaltemporal

ruleattimei+i. Fig.3-1showsoneexampleofAEB.

It ca.n be also said thatAEB isformulation for theconcept

-unprogrammability●[5]. Unprogrammability[11][12] suggests that

the logic for macroscopic phenomenon and the logic for micro-
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scopic phenomenon are neither dependent on nor independent of

each otherwhenwe observe living thingsor especially the brain.

Macroscopic objectsand microscopic onesalways interact and both

are causal of each other. but each of them is not dependent on

only the other. That is. each logic can neither be a prlorl

constructed independently of the other nor be a pT'iori deduced

from the other. This is probably because the velocity of the

observation propagation is much smaller than that of light.

Matsuno[13:l[14] suggests that the smallvalue of this is intrin-

sic for living things and proposed the significance of one-t0-

many mapplng is living things. On the other hand. we must a

prior'i prepare operand and operator in mathematical model. Then

we cannot express the logical discrepancy between m礼croscopic

rule and microscopicone, ifwe continue to adopt the former rule

which can deduced from the latter or z)ice z)ersa.Using AEB, We

can deduce the discrepancy between macro- and micro- because

reverse rule gf Can involve contra.diction with ordinal rule I.

The contradiction depends not only on the rule but on the

sequential values. The contradiction can be introduced directly

fromDMB in primitiveFD and indirectly formPMBorHMB.and the

number ofDaughters in primitive FD can be deduced by Theorem 1.

Thatwillbe shown in following.

313,PritDitive flow diagram

3-3-1.Basic definition

We can construct the spatial transition rule g represented

in flow-diagram(FD). following the procedure([3.4.5.6.7.8.15]).

Localspatial transition can be expressed with two nodes(Box)and
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onedirectionaledge(Arrow).

(3)

whered.X.Ydenotes the site at time fand a.a.c does the site at

time i+Z. In the case thati ismany-tO-Onemapping. a sequence 71

mi gh t be dif fer ent f rom g(チ(71UE )u E'). and a cannot be de fined

uniquely. And g can deduce the sequence only if each Box is

linked to two Box and then g could contradicts to i. In this

paper we will show t.he algorithmic recipe for the flow-diagram

which does not contradict to f and which would give the basis of

the definition of a. and will show some property of it. parti-

cularly, in the case that i is symmetric rule.Now we will call

this flow-diagram primitive FD hereafter.

In the local transition. We call the initial node

Mother and the terminal node Child. Especially. we call

Daughter to that Daughter which can play the role of Mother in

the next spatial step.We must remember that the values

of the second column of Mother coincides with the values of the

first column of Child.Y.C∈(0,ll and this is why for arbitrary

Mother there are four candidates ofChild. Ifwe take the rule f

into consideration, the number of candidates would be selected

and decreased.When the equation d-i(a.a.C) is satisfied in (1).

then we say that -MotherhasChildt.

Definition 1.Box-vector(α.β.γ.a) isdefined for the

where α.β.γ,∂∈(0.ll.
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Definition2.44M ismatrixofallpossibleBox like that.

≡M44

宵
][且
E
j]Ej

Bj]E
g]同
山
町
皿

閥
岨
E
i]回
[
血

圧
L1
[凪
rs血

●●

●

●

.
∫●･ー●

β●●
●

●●●●
l
■t

l一

where i,j∈10.1,2,31. Ea.ch second row of the Box is similar in

each row in 44M and the first row oftheBox is similar in each

column in 44M. Each componentin i-th row and in JLth column is

represented as B,･,I and Box-vectoI･for it is (j%2.1%2,j¥2,i¥2),

where (j%2)presents themodulo of the operation J'is divided 2

and (j¥2) is thequotient of the same operation.The low suffix

i.)-forBi,j iscalledBox-number.

Remark :Children ofMother-Box軌 ,ノ arenecessarilyBoxes in ト

thColumn.

ReJDark :UsingBox-vector(a.P.T.8),wecanobtain thesuffixofB

in44MasB26+6,2T+t .

Definition 3.RT(Right Triangle) of the Box is a vector whose

three components are respectively 2nd,3rd and 4th component of

theBox-vector.SimilarlyLT(LeftTriangle)isconstitutedofits

lst.3rdand4th component.

RTof(α,β,γ.a) is(β.γ,a)andLT is(α.γ.a).

i･e･Ej isdefinedasRTof巴]･ロis LTofEl･
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In 44M the RT of Bi,8 is same asBi,I●s and Bi,2-s is as

Bi.3-s foreach l∈(0.1.2.31.Consequently. Bi.2n and Bi.2n'1 aS

Mother(for TZ∈(0.ll) has the same Child because only RT of them

playsthepartroleofdeterminationofthetransition.Ⅰnnearly

sense. a Box Bi,i has both B2P,. and B2n'1,. aS Child for

TZ∈(0.1). becausenecessaryconditionofChild isdeterminedby LT

of them. So, let define useful set in which two elements are

BoxeswhoseRT orLT are equivalent.Then.asa.useful tool.We

will define the sets whose two elements● RT or LT are co-

incident. Each set can be obt8.ined by dividing 44M to eight

parts.

Definition4.SetH〝 andH上

HRmr'=(Bn,,2n . Bn,,2n'Il wherem王0.1.2.3 TZ=0.1

HLn,〟-iB2P.m . B2n'1,ml

i.e.H Rn,rl=(

HLmr'=(

# (m%2)

n (mY2)

(m%2) #

(m¥2) T7

;#-0.1I .

:#-0.1I.

The correspondencebetween the setsand thepartsof44M is

illustrated in Fig. 3-2. It can be deduced that 軌 ,∫ is a.n

element of H R,･j¥2 orof H Lji¥2. Given an arbitrary Box whose

Box-vectors(a.β.γ.6). it is an element of H R24'βγ or of

H 12γ+86 .

Notation.Let#beawildcard symboldenotingbothofthevalues

t0.ll.
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Lemma 1. H Rn,F' always has a intersection with H L2nq'‡2 or

H 12n'1m¥2.and HLmr'alwayshas onewith HR2nn'¥2 or H R2n十l nr¥2

Proof. The elements of H12G PT‡2 are ((2TZ)%2. #, (2TZ)¥2.

m¥2)-(0, #. n, m¥2) as Box-vector. Similarly. H L2n+107¥2's are

(1. #. n. m¥2). And the elements of H Rm〝 is (#. m%2. TZ.m¥2).

Consequently. (0. m%2. T7. m¥2) is element both of HRm'' and of

H12,,m¥2 and (1. Tn%2. n, m¥2) is element both of HRn,〝 and of

H L217.1n'事2 . The intersection of H Lmn and H c2nlW¥2 0r one of

HLm''and HR2n'l巾¥2 Can beproved in the similarmanner.

3-3-2.The relation between Motherand Daughter

Local ruleチ can be specified such that

OOO 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
J J J J J J J ∫
d8 dl d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7

Since a,.∈(0.ll,i-0.1.･･･.7. there is 28-256 possible rules.

Wolframl9]hasdefined a labeling scheme according to rule f as

7
rulenumber- ∑d/* 2 /

I'=8

Jen[10] analised elementary cellular automaton and labeled

to some classes of rules to exhibit the deterministic structure.

In the case that do≠dl. d2≠d3, d4事dS. d6≠d7. Such rule should be

called tohold theparticulardeterministic structure as.

;I, ⊂ 召 コ 1･e･ aS∴ s･.a予 ast

This structure could be reinterpreted in terms of local spatial

transition.

Since the ordiarily temporal rule f determines the local
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spatial transition between Mother and Child in primitive FD. it

isdetermined by RT ofeach Box whether it could play the role of

Mother and be linked to some Boxes. Similarly. LT of each Box

determines the possibility of the role of Child. For example.

when rule i satisfies i(0.0.0)=f(0.0.1)=0. i.e. (加-d1-0, both

elements of H … O whoseRT is (0.0.0)Can be linked to allof the

Boxes in the Oth column in 44M. whereas both elements H GlO

cannot be linked to any Boxes.Such relation can be illustrated

aS.

Ei]町
岨
Ei][
岨

｢
十
L
L

臥dna

同
g]Ei]圏
Ei]

二

㍉

where x denotesno linkage.

i.e.the elements ofHR80→ the elements ofUH LOn. n-(0.ll.
〟

the elements of H klB一 m . (4)

If do=dl-1. both elements of HR18 can be linked to four Boxes

and HR80■s can be linked to no Box. Of course the value of

d2.d3.･･･.dT is independent of the determination ofChild accord-

ing to the elements of HM D and HR18 . So it is convinced that

only the value of くね and dl decides the condition whether the

elements ofH… O orHRIO could play the role ofMother.

Now consider the case d8=1-d1-0.The both elements of HROO

could be linked to at most four Boxes in the Oth column in 44M

i.e.the elements of H 川 O and H L18 . Following Definition 3.RT

ofHR88■s is (0.0.0)and LT ofH LBB is (0.0.0)and then d8-i(0.

0, 0)-0 can be satisfied.Hence. the element of H LDB could be
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linked with H… q's aschild.

i.e.HM BIsー HLBい S

On the contrary. LT of HLID's is (0,0.1) and when we assume

HRBB's would be linked to H llD'S, then 0;=f(0,0.1) should be

satisfied and this will contradicts to rule i such that d0-1-

dl-0.

臥 x亡 霊 ･ s ince ｡含｡ and .吉 1 ･

where x denotes no linkage.Therefore. for such チ.the elements

of H… 8 must be linked to only HLOい s and similarly. HRIE)'s

mustbe to only H Lll'S.

臥 工 芸 and 臥 x 亡 霊

i.e.H RIB'Sー Hill'S .

And if くね-1ldl=1. HM 8-s be to H llO 's and HRl8-s be to

HLdD'S.

As suggested above. in the case that dD=dl=a. the elements

of H G qB will be linked to both HLq81s and H Lql■s i.e. totally

four Boxes(say t■each H RqO's has four Children.'') and HRl-tD's

will be to no Boxes(say ●-each H Rト qO ●s has no Child.一一). and in

the other case that d8-1-dl=β,HRBO's will be linked to H Lt)P's

and HclBlswillbe to HllH 'e )考2■S(say .leach H M 8-s orHRlい s

has two Children.HiBe.SOrHL1日+8 )ね2's respectively.●').Since
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thevaluesof the second I･OW Of H M 8-sand HRtats are (oo).the

values of d2.d3.-･.d7 are independent of the condition for them

as Mother and the link of them to Children.Similarly.only the

values of d2 and d3 Will decide the condition for H R2Eい s and

H C3い s and the link of them. and HROl■s and HRlt.s depend on

only d4's and d5●S. and HR21●s and H々31.s do on d6-s and d7●S.

For general and algorithmic description, We will extend the

relation between the value of d2x and d2x'1(x=0.1.2.3) and the

link of H R2(,考2)',X¥2●s to HL'S(r-0,1). Concretely. it is

sufficient to specify the suffix of H L for any given values of

d2J and d2∫+I .

Definition 5.FunctionD

D:H Rn?n ⇒ UHL仰k
k for良-0.1

This function D represents the link of any given Box which is an

element of HRn,n aS Mother to the union of the sets whose two

elementsareChild of theBox.

Theorem 1.forx=0,1.2.3

1)ifd2x-d2x'1-a.then

D(H R2(,宅2)+,X‡2)- H L2く,考2)+,OuH12(,宅2)+,I.

D(H Rと (x k 21.日 -q )X I 2)三 m.

2)ifd2x=1-d2x'l=β.then

D(H R2(x宅2).rX¥2)- H 12(x究2)',(e+r)ね2.

for㍗-0.1.

proof.In general.forx=0.1.2.3. the second row of the each

element of HR(x≒2).2X¥2 and HRと(x･,.2)+IX¥2 is (x¥2 x%2). If

d2x-f(x¥2,x%2.0)-a,thenD(HC2(x考2)'eX¥2) mustbewithin the two
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H L Ofwhich the second row of the each element is (x%2 0), i.e.

H L2(x宅2)8 and H L2(.宅2)目 白 . Either of the two sets cannot be

linked with H Rと(,考2)'eX¥2 since the low suffix must be equi-

valent according to the link between H R and H L . Consequently

H L2(,･42).eE) can be linked with H R2(x･42)◆eXI2. And lf d2x.1

-i(x¥2.x%2.1)-U. similarly D(H R2(x･42)+ dX¥2)must be within the

two sets HL2(x･<2)1 and H12(,考2)+11 and only one of theirs.

H 12(,･42)+ql can be linked. In the case that O=0., then the

element of H R2(x考2)+1-eXI2 whose RT-(1-0.x¥2.x%2) cannot be

linked to H i SirlCe f(x¥2.x%2.0)己f(x¥2.x%2.1)-0, whereas both

H12(x宅2)'eD and HL2(.12日 QI will be linked to H R2(x毎2)'eX¥2.

i.e.D(H c2(x毎2)'eX¥2)王U H L2(,毎2)'er' since e=U. In the other

hIB.I

case that O≠U. then 2(x%2)+e≠2(x%2)+U. and both HR2(x･'.2)'eX¥2

and HR2(xy.2)+QX¥2 can be linked to only one set. Hence.

D(H R2(,毎2)'eXI2)-H⊥2(xと27.88 and D(HR2(,宅2)'lleX¥2)ごH 12(xy.2)

'卜 el . and in the unified form. we obtain D(H Rと(x考2い ,X¥2)-

H L2(.% 2い ,(e+r)%2. fo rr=0 .1 .

1n the similar way to the decision of the condition of

Mother. LT of an arbitrary Box will also decide the condition

whether the Box could play the role of Child. In general. when

dy-dy+4-a fory=0,1.2.3.theBox whose LT is (1-a.y¥2.y%2)cannot

play the role of Child.whereas the Box whose LT is (a.y¥2.y%2)

can be linked with fourBoxes.Of course in the case that dy-1-

dy'4=a. the Box whose LT is (a.y¥2,y%2)or (I-a.yY2.9%2) can be

to two Boxes.

3-4.Theproperty ofPrimitiveFD

3-4-1.Class ofBox
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We can constructprimitive FD by sequential linkage ofBoxes

according to the local spatial linkage between Mother and Child.

Remark primitive FD isnotR9-1 which is the global inverse rule.

In this FD. Some Boxes may have different number of Child(or

Daughter) than others. depended on rule f. i.e. the value of ♂/

(i-0.1.･-.7). Gunji & Kon-no[5] and Ron-no & Gunji[6] classify

Boxes to five types according to thenumberofoutdegreesof them

which is the number of Daughter.The number can be 0,1,2,3 or 4

and each class of Box is called SMB. DNB. NMB. PHB or HMB.

respectively.Theorem 1 can support and generalize the classifi-

cation. If d2x-d2,'1-a (x-0.1,2,3). then the Box which is each

element of HRと(x宅2)+,X¥2 has four Children, but does not

necessarily have four Daughters. That is. the Children are

elements of HL2 (x･<2 ).q匂 and H⊥2(x 宅2)'ql and some of them could

not be Daughters. From Lemma 1 HL2(,毎2)+' O has a intersection

with HM (2(x'<2)+a)¥2-HMxね2 and HRIX考2. and from Theorem 1-1

the elements of either of them have no Child(norDaughter). i.e.

either D(H…x宅2) or D(HRIX考2) is a ln the case of d4(x･<21

=d4(x!i2).1. Whether each element of HL2(,勿2).CGl could be Child

ofHR2(x宅2).,X¥2･s dependson thevalue of ld4(x'.2)-d4(x･,.2).ll.

similarly. HL2(,考2).,8 1s does on the value ld4(,･42日 2-dA(,海2)

+3l. when both of them are equal to 1, HR2(,考2).qXI2-s will

have fourDaughters or be calledHMS. and when either of them is

equal to 1 itwill be calledPMB. and when neither of them is 1

it will be NMB.NMB is founded in the case of d2x-i-d2,+1=P. or

rather,the origin of thename〟〟β is this case.

From Theorem 1-2 the elements of HG2(,ね2日,X¥2, T･=0.1 will

be linked to the elements of H上2(, 宅2)‥ (e+r)'<2 . when JdA(, ･42)

.2日0.,)52)-d4(xk2).2((8.,)%2)I-0.eitherofHL2(,u ).,(8'r)%2 's

has no Child(norDaughter).The otherwill necessarily have four
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Children and at least two Daughters. and it is important that

HR2(,%2い ,Xy2 'S will have at least one Daughter in d2,=1-

d2x+I-β,r=0,1. Consequently. each element of HR全くx毎2)+rX¥2.

r･-0.1 will be called NMB when d2x=lld2,.1=β and Jd4(xk2).2日 8

.,)%2)-d4(,'.2).2日 8.,)%27l=1. and it will be DMB when d2,-1-

d2x.1-6 and Jd4(x'.eH 2日 0.,)" )-dA (,%2h 2日 8.,)%2)I-0. It is

clear that in the case of d2,=d2, .1=a(x-0.1.2.3) each element of

HRと(xk2)'(ト q)X¥2 isSNB.

Ⅰn the discussion above.we de且.lt with the two elements of

HR2(x k2い ,X M in the same way.butwe concentrated only Theorem

i which is introduced by the condition ofMotherand Child.That.

is.Theorem 1 doesnot take it into considerationwhether theBox

which sa.tisfies the condition of Mother can play the role of

Child for other Boxes. Gunji and Ron-no[5][6] defined that the

Box called SMB does not have both Mother and Child. Then for

effective usage of Theorem I. We would newly divide SNB into

three classes. the OrphaTZ Mofher Box(OMB). the LoTZety Mother

Box(LMB),and theLonely OrphaTZMother Box(LOMB).

Definition 6.0MB.LMB andLOMB

forany given rule f ordO.dl.･- .andd7.

1) Iff d2x=d2x'1=a (x=0.I,2.3). the Box whose RT=(1-

a.x¥2.x%2). or the elementofHRと(,宅2日 日-,)X‡2 iscalledLMB.

2) Iff dy-dy'4-a (y=0.I.2,3). the Box whose LT-(1l

a.y¥2,y%2).or the elementofH上2(y¥2)十日 -,)y宅2 iscalled OMB.

3)LOMB is theBox which isboth LMB andOHB.

The Box which is neither(フ〝β nor上〟β. isnecessarily either

DMB. N〟B. PMB or HMB. and can play the role of Daughter in

primitive FD.For later discussion. it is convinced that the Box
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which is not OMB(of course nor LOMB) must have at least two

ChildrenoroneDaughter.

Lenna2.IfoneelementofHLD,''isnotOMB.ithas at leastone

Mother.

proof:Itisnatural.followingthespatialreverseprocedure

oftheproofofTheorem 1.

Lemma 3. 日 one element of HGn,a Or HLm'' is LOMB. the other

elementisnotLOMB.

pT･00f: If one element of HRmJ7 isLO〝B.both elements are

necessarilyエ〝β.FromLemma1,each ofthem isalsoan elementof

H⊥2〝N'‡2 or H上2n'1m¥2 Ifd2〝+A,¥2-d2,,'n,¥2+4=a. from Definition

5.theBox whose LT-(Ilo.TZ.m¥2).isO〝B and it isan elementof

HLen.(tl q )PP¥2 In this case H上2rHqnT¥2-s must not be O〝B and

consequently. either HL2nm¥2's or H12n'ln'‡2's is OMB and the

otherisnotOMB.So,whenoneelementofHRn,h isOMB(LOMB).the

other is not.The case of HLn,llcan be followed in the similar

Way.

3-4-2.PrimitiveFD isclosed

Primitive FD can be const.ructed by the linkage of local

spatial transition. Depended on Box-number or rule f. it is

variedhowmanyDaughterorMothertheBoxhasandwhichBoxesit

is linked with.In general.digraph should not be always closed

and might extend infinitely, or it might have the two or more

paths eitherofwhich is selected with the initialBox,Now.we
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Will show that the primitive FD is closed and it does not have

initialBoxdependence. orconcretely,

Proposition 1. an arbitrary Box except forエ〟β is linked to an

arbitraryBox exceptfor(フ〟β in44Mwith finite(atmost4) Steps

ofspa.tialtransition.

proof:It is shown in 4 steps. The lst. 2nd or 3rd step

followsthesimilarprocedure.

1)Let take an elementof H R.,'' .m-0,1,2.3 and n-0,1. If it

isnotエ〟β,ithasalwaystwoorfourChildren fromTheorem 1.

1-1)Whend2(2rl日 ,‡2)-d2(217'冊‡2日 1-a,then

D(H Rn,F')= U HLn,* =H LmD u H Ln,1.
k=8,1

From Lemma 1. H Lp,0 has an intersection with H M n'¥2 0r with

HRlm¥2 and HLn,1 does with H R2n'¥2 or with H R3m‡2. That is.

each of the four Children is an element of H … 冊¥2. H Rln'‡2

HR2n'¥2 orH R3爪¥2,respectively.

1-2)whend2(2,,日,¥2)-1-d2(2J日 .,¥2H l=β.then

D(H Rp,n) - H i.,(e'n%2)考2 = H ⊥P,くP'n日 毎2

from Lemma 1. HLn,(P'n')'<2 hasan intersection with H R2日 3'h)考21

N'I2 orwith H R2日 3'n,)考2)'ln'‡2

2)From 1-2).wewilltakean elementofH R2日 F'm )考2)n'I2 and

H R2日 3'0日 %2)'1m'¥2

2-1)when d2(2(n¥2)'(e'nI宅2)=d2(2(.'¥2)'(3'm)ね2)'1, then

eitherofthem willbeエ〟βand theotherha′ve fourChild.In the

simila.∫ way of 1-1). each of the four Child is an element of

HM (CM )考2. H Rl(e'n')%2, H R2(e'm )考2 orH c3(e'n')宅2, respective-

ly.

2-2)When de(2(P,¥2)+(8日日 毎2)-1Id2(2(nr‡2)'(CM )ね2)+1=γ.

D(H R2日 p.p.)･42)n7¥2) 岩H L2日 C'm )k.2)r宅2
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D(H R2日 e'm)毎2)'ln'‡2)- H L2日 P'nH ･42)'l(r +目 先2

From Lemma 1. H 12日 e+m)究2)γk･2 has an intersection with

HR2(r>.2)(e'n')毎2 or with H Rと(r･<2)+1くeM )考2 and H L2日 8日 日 毎2)

'l(r+日 舞2 has an intersection with HR2日 γ+日 毎2)(e… )ち2 or with

H R2日 r+日 毎2)+1(P'm)y･2 . whether γEO or 1, each of the Child of

the two elements of HLm (8日')宅2 is an element of H … (P'n')欠2.

HRl(8日 日 毎2 . HR2(e'n)k･2 orH C3くe'm)毎2,respectively.

3)From 1-1)and 2),wewilltake an elementofH M p . H RIP

H R2P and H C3P.p=m¥2 or (β+m)%2.

In the similar way to 2). each of the Child of H … p-s a.nd

HRIP'S, even if either of them is LNB. HRBO. HR18. HR28 or

Hk38 respectively and also ea.ch of the Child of H R2P's and

HR3JHs. even if either of them is LMB. HROl. HRll, HR21 or

H R31. respectively.

Consequently. an element of H Rmr'. which is not LMB. is

linked to one element of HGgr. for arbitrary q∈(0.1.2.31.

｢∈10,1).with two or three steps.

4)If a Box is not OMB, form lemma 2 it is linked with at

leastoneMother.i.e.it isnecessarilyChild ofH R巾''. in which

mE0.1.2.3 and n-0,i.Then. from 3).an arbitrarily Box.which is

notLMB is linked to any Box in 44M which isnotOMB wit,h atmost

4 spatialsteps.

314-3.Synnetric rule

Since we fundamentally concentra.te symmetric rule and

should imply to asymmetric one, we will show some theorems as

useful tools according to symmetric rule which satisfies dlZdA

and d3-d6.
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Lemma 4-1.0n the condition thati is symmetric(dl=d4,d3-d6).when

d匂≠dl.d2≠d3.d4≠d5 and d6≠d7. in 44M there are noSUB.

proof:From Theorem 1. each element of HR巾n for arbitrary

mET0.1.2.31 or TZEIO.ll has two Child and.there is no LMB. For

symmetry(dl=d4). dO≠dl follows do事d4 and d4≠d5 does dl≠dS. and

similarly d2事d6 and d3≠dT are COnCluded. Then there isnoOMB and

consequently there isnoSMB.

Letbna 4-2_On the condition thati is symmetric(dl-d4.d3=d6).when

d8-dl. d2事d3. d4≠d5 and d6事d7. in 44M there are three SMBes or

particularly oneLOMB.The case (ね ≠dl.d2事d3.d4≠d5 and d6-dT is

SO On.

proof:If dE)-dl-a. d4=1-d5-a for symmetric rule dl-d4. and

then each element of HRと(8%2)+(卜 q )8¥2(-HRl-Q:a) is LMB and

H12(8¥2)+日-q )B考2'S (-HL1-qO'S) is OMB from Definition 5 and

there is no other SMB in 44M. And HR卜 q8 has an intersection

with H⊥卜 qO from Lemrna 1. So. one element of HGl-q O is

equivalent to one element of HLト 'D and consequently it isLOMB

and totally there is threeSMBes. In the case dO≠dl.d2≠d3,d4≠d5

and d6-d7. HR3-,8 ●s is LMB. HL3-q8's is OMB. and the inter-

sectionB3-6,3-q isLOMB.

Lenna 4-3. 0n the condition that i is symmetric(dl-d4. d3-d6).

when dE)≠dl.d2-d3.dJ≠d5 and d6≠dT. in 44M there are four SMBes,

or particularly two L〟Bes and two ONBes and noLO〝B. In the case

d8≠dl.d2≠d3.d4=d5 and d6≠d7 is.Boxes can bedecided aswellas

the formercase.
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proof:If d2=d3=a. d6-1-dT=a for symmetric rule d3-d6. and

then each element of HR2日考2).日-q)1¥2(-HR3-.8) is LMB and

HL2く2I2).日-q)2142■S (=H13-80-S) is OMB from Definition 5 and

there is no other SMB in 44M. From Lemma 1 there is no

intersection between HR3-GB and H上3-t8 and so there isnoLOMB.

In the case d8≠dl.d2≠d3 .d4-d5 and d6 事d7. HRl-tt■s is LMB and

HLl-t1-s is O〝B. and there is no intersection between them.

Consequently there are totally four5〟βes.

Lenna 4-4_On the condition that i is is symmetric(dl=d4.d3-d6).

when d8-dl, d2事d3. dA事d5 and de=d7 0r When dO≠dl. d2-d3. d4-d5

and d6≠d7. there are six SMBes or particularly there are two

LOMBes.

pT'00f:If dD-dl-a. d2≠d3.d4≠d5 and d6-d7-β, from lemma 4-1.

HRl-qB.sorHR3-68 ●s isLMB.and Hll-qO 's orH 13-80's isOMB.

and B1-V .Ilo OrB3-0.3-8 is the intersection.Then there are two

LOMBes and totally there are six SMBes. If dB≠dl. d2-d3-a.

d4-d5-β and d6≠d7. HR1-.1●s orHR3-,81s isLMB and HL1-61-sor

HL3-,9 's are OMB. From lemma 1. there is one intersection

between HR1-Gland HL3-00 0r between HR3-q色 and HL1-41 . Then

there are twoLOMB and totally there are sixSMBes.

Theorem 2 can be obtained from Lemma4.

Theorem 2.Letf be symmetric rule (dl-d4.d3-d6).The elements of

HRn,〝 areOMB.iffHLh,n'sareLMB.

It was proved in Lemma 4 that for each k∈(0.1) d2k-d2*+1=a

ord2k+4-d2*'5-β which are the condition thatHR2*'(1-6)0-s or
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HR2*' 日-e)I ■sare respectively LMB.always result in d2k-d2k+4-a

or d2k'1=d2k'5-β which are the condition that H 上2k'(卜 q ) 0 ●s or

H L2*'日 18)l●s are respectively OMB.On the contrary d2k-d2k+4-γ

ord2k'1-d2k'5王B concluded2k-d2k'l-γ Ord2k'4=d2k'5=∂ sincef is

symmetric. Then in symmetric rule we can know which Box is OMB

in 44M only ifweobtain thevalue of ld2x-d2x.ll.x=0.1.2.3.

TheorepI 3. Suppose i is symmetric (dl;Ed4.d3-d6) and satisfies

d2k≠d2k'l and d2k'4≠d2k'5 SuCh that た-0 or 1. Then

D(H R2k8 )事D(HR2kl)事D(HR2k'lD)≠D(Hc2k'11).

pT'00f:If d2k=1ld2k'1-a. then 1-d2k+4Ed2F'5-a Since チ is

symmetric.From Theorem 1. none of HG2人8-S. HR2klfs. H R2k'IB

and HR2k'11 is LMB and from Theorem 2. none of H L2kD.S.

H L2kl.S.H L2k'18 and HL2F'11 is OMB. And From Theorem 1.

D(H R2kB)-HL2k t宅2. D(HR2kl)…H 12k(1-t)''･2. D(Hk2*'IB)-H L2k'1

日 1-8 日 1日42-H 12k.lq考2 and D(HR2k'lO)-H 12k'1(''1日 2-H i2k'1日-

q )毎2. According to the lower suffix 2た≠2た+1 and to the upper

suffix (α%2)I((1-α)%2). then each of the four H上 is different

from the others.

Corollary I. 1n symmetric and legal(d8-0) rule.there are always

DMBeswithout rule 0.90.150.204.

Corollary 2. 1f there is at least oneDNB in rule f.there is at

leastaPMB orHMB in symmetricand legal I･ule.

Corollary 3. If there is at least onePNB in rule f.there is no

HMB in symmetric and legal rule,and Vice zJersa.
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3-5.Discussion

For example. let us construct the primitive FD for rule 22.

In rule 22. d8-1-d1-0. d2-1-d3-1. d4-1-d5=1 and d6-dTコ…0. For

definition 6-1.d6三d7=O is resulted in that the elements ofHR31

is上〟β and fordefinition 6-2 0rTheorem 2.the elementsofH 131

is ORB. From Lemma 1. HR31 has an intersection B3,3 With HLラl

and for definition 6. B3.3 is LOMB. This case corresponds to

lemma 4-2. then only three BoxesB2,3.B3.2.B3,3 are SMB(LMB or

OMB) and each of them is an element of HR21 or HG31 and of

HL21 orH131.FromTheorem 1.we can get

D(H… 0)-H 川 8 . D(H … 1)-HLOl ,

D(HR18)-HLll . D(HRll)-H 日 8 .

D(HR28)-HL21 D(Hc21)=H128uH121

D(HR38)-H L38

An element of HR21 is ONE and only the other element organizes

primitive FD.One element of HL21 is SMB. then two elements of

HR28 are DMBes and B2,2 0r One element of HR21 is P〝B. The

other ten Boxes are 〟〟βes and then all of Boxes● Daughters

except forSMB aredecided(Fig.3-3).

Rule 90 and rule 150 satisfys (加 ≠dl,d2≠d3,d4≠d5 and d6≠d7.

1n this case there isno SMB in primitiveFD.It is shown in Fig.

3-4.

Now we will show one example for construction of time-

reverse rule 蛋 for rule 22 utilizing primitive FD.〃〟β has two

Daughters,and then we can describe in functional form. In order

to describe as a function.PMB must be also linked to only two

Boxes.If two Boxesareprepared independentofspatialposition,

we must choose two Boxes from the three Boxes. The second

component of selected two Box-vector must be different,we will
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choose one Box from B8,2 and 82,2. then there are two ways that

B2,2 is linked in spatialdirection.

In the case ofDMB it is more difficult.The selection for

PMB can be performed within local rule i. but in order to

describeDNB's linkage in the form of function.we can no longer

follow f. Ifwe follow only Remark in Section 3-3-1,I-Children of

Mother-Box B,A,J are necessarily Boxes in i-th Column..' the

candidate forB2,8 and B2,I isB8,2. Bl.2 and B2,2. Only B2.2 is

Daughter ofB2,8 OrB2,1.then B2,2 Willbe selected. IfB2,2 is

selected,82,1 must be chosen since the second components of the

two should be different. In this case if Box following ∫ is

selected, the other is autonomously selected in order to con-

struct functional form, so long as we follow the Remark in

Section 3-3-1.

Consequently there are two reverse rulesg for rule22.Fig.

3-5 shows the twopatterns.

But there are some rules that cannot construct g in the

procedure above.They are two rules 54. 250 in legal symmetric

rules. In case of rule 54. d8-1-d1-0. d2=1ld3-1. d4-d5-1. and

d6岩d7-0.Then it is deduced by Theorem 1and 2 that each element

ofHM 1 and ofHR31 isLNB andH181's and H⊥31's isOMB(i.e.

B3,3 is LOMB). Consequently the three Boxes B匂,3, B2.3. B3.3

which are in the 3rd column in 44M are SMBes. Then in the 3rd

column in 44M there is only one Box which is not SMB. that is.

which can play the role of Daughter in primitive FD(Fig. 3-6).

Therefore. we cannot link 83.1 tO two Boxes if we follow the

remark 3-1and seek the successor from theBoxes in 3rd column in

44M.Then, we ha.Ve to select a way from the following three ways

in order to construct time reverse ruleg for rules54 and 250.

1)B3.1.S SuccessorCan beOMB butnotLOMB in 3rd column.
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2)B3,1.S SuccessorCan beLMB includedLOMB in 3rd column.

3)β3.1's successor can be the Box in the other column than 3rd

One.
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Fig.3-1.An example ofAEB.in which Rs=(FIβ.f22.f126.f146.

f182).Therow suffix showstherulenumberofelementary cellular

automaton.As for the rule number.See section 3-3-2.The right

figure showsthe temporalchange ofthespatialpatternsand the

left one shows the adopted rule in each step determined with

Micro-PD.
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forHR

forH l

Fig.3-2.ThecorrespondenceofHRandHL tO COmPOnentS in 44M.
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Rule22

Fig. 3-3.Primitive FD of rule 22.Slender lines show that the

initialnode isNMB. Similarly bold linesare forDMB and dotted

onesare forPMB. B2.3. B3,2 and B3,3 areSMBes and they arenot

inprimitiveFD.
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Rule 90

Rule 150

ll100110

00ll 10ll

丁1
01ll llll

Fig. 314.Primitive FD of rule 90 and rule 150.There is no SMB

and each Box is〃〝β.See text.
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[1]

[2]

Fig. 3-5. Example of time-reverse rules for rule 22. The

difference between the two is the successor of B2.2(Box-vector

-(0.0.1,1)).
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Rule 54

Fig. 3-6.Primitive FD of rule 54.Slender line is for〟〟β, bold

one is forDMB and dotted one is forHMB.There is three SMBes

in the 3rd column.
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Chapter4.

The Extraction of Biological Feature of Learning Process

in Man-t0-man Game

4-1.The learning process ofamachine

This chapter focuses on the biological feature of learning

to think about evolutionionary aspects.Like the theory of back-

propagation[1],learning isgenerally sodefined that the desired

output is settled and the function to estimate is readied and any

initial sequence is approached to the desired output. It is

technically useful. for example. in recognition of handwriting

letters.Our question is whether the learning system matches to

the biological learning as proposed in col¶putational nervous

science[2].

Observation is generally articulatedd into receiveing an

object a∈AJ'(AxAx-･xA)at the ト th time and computing an output

ZI∈BJ'(BxBx-･xB)at the i+At-th time .Then.even if we interpret

that learning process is resulted from observation.We regard a

learning system as a black box which transformsi:.A爪->Bn dependent

on the condition. In this.We need the system to estimate the

output.Rather.Wehad better say that the time isproceedingwith

the object if the estimated values a.re different between the two

output.And wemay say that the system has learned or -evolved●if

we are able to find the estimation map in that system.

We may be somehow a.ble to find that the system to estimate

the symbols to explain the variance of object.It is true we can

explain learning or -evolutiont with the system. but we cannot

necessarily define that the referent for the system exists. The
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aim of this work is to show that it is possible to describe the

learning system Ofman-to一man gamebutnotnecessarily[3-5].That

willbe indirectly shown.

4=-2.R¢n).zL

ReT71'u(Go-bang) is a finite zero-sum game by two players in

terms ofthe game theory[6].It followsby the rule such that;

1 :Each playeralternately takesamove.Orputs one 'ishl'. in

his color. black or white. on the site on the board(two-

dimensional la.ttice,15×15or 17x17).

2 ･.When TZpieces of lshi in eitherplayer-s color are arranged

in ahorizontal,perpendicularordiagonal linewithoutopen site

on the board. we call the sequence ●TZ-T'en'. If '5-reTZ● is

arranged.the game isoverand theplayerwins(see Fig.4-1).

3 :When 3(resp.4)pieces of ishl in a colorare arI･anged in a

line with one open site. we call the sequence 'tobi-3'(resp.

.tobi-4t). Player-1. who takeshis move in the odd numbered step

with black lshl.isprohibited to arrange two -3-reT7-or 'fobll3'

in one move. This prohibited move is called 13-3' and he will

lose the game ifhe takes it.He is also prohibited to take '6-

renl or -4-4-(see Fig.4-2). Player-2 who takes in the even

numbered step is not prohibited.The unbala.nee between the two

players isnot important in thiswork.

4 :Themostprobable strategy forPlayerll is to form '4-3'(see

Fig.4-2). For Player-2 that is to form '4-3'.'3-3'. '4-410r to

forcePlayer-1 to takeaprohibitedmove.

5 : -3-rent. ltobl-31.'4-rent. and 'tob卜41are called -oi-fe■

or the offensive moves. .Misete' and 'Ryougati' are also offen-

sivemoves.That isthepreparatory move to form '4-3(or4-4)'in
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thenext turn.and this is t.hedoublepurposeful 'Misete' for two

different '4-3(or4-4)1 in thenext turn. IfonePlayer continues

to take t4-reT2'or -tobi-4-in his turn and at lasthe takes -4-

3'or -4-4',theway towin is called '4-oigati'[7].

Themost important feature is thatplayers can take onemove

in their turns and that both players and external observers can

observe all of the moves taken till the present time step.Chess

or Othello-game has the same feature.not like the card game nor

mahjong. in which each player has a different hand respec-

tively[8]. So.both of them can in principle countup allof the

elementary events tohappen.But it is too enormous.In each time

step the most effective move for the situation may be somehow

decided, but in fact each pla.yer cannot help taking moves at a.

wild guess. This is why the progress of the game is surprising

and interesting. though the probabilistic uncertainty is not

induced from the rule.Why wedid not adopt chess orOthello-game

in our experimentswillbe told after.

Mostofushave experienced ReTZJ'u orChess.Forconvenience.

We will discuss in the stance of players in a while. The

discrepancy of thewild guessbetween the two is exposed with the

proceeding of the game. We may in our own experience tha.t both

players and observers cannotbecome aware of thediscrepancy with

respect to themeaningofa configuration and/oramove.till the

move is taken in each time step.Also.We say that the player can

a posterior'lknow themistake of thewild guess in the past step.

If theplaymate allowed to turn back to thepast step.theplayer

would take another move referring to the mistake. It should be

remarked here that he would do still at another wild guess

because he knew the mistake about only one move and he did not

necessarily know more effective move, far from the optimal
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move('optimalmove'meansthemosteffctivemovewhich isdecided

by god orwho knowsalloftheelementary eventsand ispossible

to estimate them.) Then. even ifhe takes an anothermove from

the pastmove. it isnotuntilthe playmate takes thenextmove

thatheknowswhetherhisownmoveismoreeffectiveornot.

In various situations of the game.players must 'consider.

because they donotnecessarily know the indica.tion forthemore

effective move.Therefore,We always ready the progress of the

statewith uncertainty.The uncertain aspect can be replaced by

t.he appearance of anothermove. if the same players replay the

game from the same situat.ion.Theexpression abovewas from the

stance ofplayers andwemight say thata player 'considertand

takemovesatawild guessfrom ourown experience.On theother

hand. in the experimentwe cannothelp taking the stance of the

externalobservers.becausewedonotparticipate in thegame.

4-3.Method

We asked some pa.irs of persons to take the following

procedurethat

l:They play Renju once till the end. We call this game

●SampleGame(SG)■.Itendsin the〟-th step.

2:The same men replay the game a times from the i-th

situation thatisthesameone inSG(K≧1,l≦is(N-1)).

See Fig.4-3.1fan player is interpreted asan black boxor

the mechanism that receives inputs and shows an output.We can

say that he receives the same input in SG and each replay.We

call -the ト ーh situationl to what to be formed with totally i

piecesof 'lshi'afterthemoveistaken in thet-th step.In the

(i+1)-th step.the Player in his turn takes amove refering the
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i-th situation.We callthe replay from the i-th situation ofSG

■i-Replay' and we call i-Replay in the た-th times repeated 'た-

time-i-Replay'.Of course in Replay they can take another move

from in SG if they wish. As mentioned above. the known orbits

cannot always be the indication for the more effective move so

long asbe stilltakesamoveataWild guess in Replay.

For each Replay.We willdefine fourmeasures for the orbit

of Replay. Partly because we experimenters do not know the

optimal path for any situation and partly because there exists

numberless localsolutions.wedonotmeasure the distance of the

move from the optimal path nor loca.1 solutions. We attend to

offensive moves. We suppose that Players wish to win.Offensive

moves do not always approach then to win but they can induce

Players more advanta.geous situation compared to other moves and

Players cannotwin without offensive moves.So offensivemove is

interpreted as meaningful. In Replay. the same move as in SG is

interpreted as meaningless since the uncertain aspect from wild

guess in SG is replaced by another move and we regard that he

does not llearn'. ifhe takes the samemove.In i-Replay. if the

orbit reflects the uncertainity with the i-th situation, the

earilier move is more meaningful.Then the move in the (i+i)-th

step in i-Replay should beestimated in inverseproportion to J'.

I)efinition 1.Advantage

J
A(i,良) - ∑ iE(i)C(i)6(i,).)/m - E(i)C(J')E(i,i)/m i ,

j-1

whereE(i) - 1.when themove isoffensive.

- 0,otherwise.

C(j) = I.when themove isdifferent from themove in SG.

- 0.when themove is the sameas in SG,
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8日 ,jJ-(i+j+I) mod 2 .

E(i,j)-(i+i) mod 2.

m -(i-i)%2+I .

in the (i+J')-th step in the k-time-i-Replay. in which '%l is the

operation for thequotient.∫ shows the length of the obrit in た-

time-i-Replay estimated. Then A(i,た)>O shows that Player-1 is

more offensive or gains a.n advantage of Player-2 in the some

steps from the beginning in the た-time-i-Replay, and A(i,氏)<O

shows thatPlayer-2 gains.

Definition 2.Fraction of information

J
F(i,良) - ∑ E(j)C'()I)/)' .

J=l

where C'(.7') = i.when themove is different fI･Om the move in SG

and from themove inp-time-卜Replay(1≦p<た) ,

C'()') - 0.when themove is the same inSG or in p-time-i-

Replay(1≦p<k) ,

in the (i.rj)-th step in the た-time-卜Replay.E and J is the same

as in Def. 1.

DeEinition 3.Fraction of information Forplayers

J
Fl(i,k) - ∑ 6日 ,i)E()')C'()')/i ,

)'-1

J
F2(i,た)- ∑ E(i,)')E(i)C'(i)/i .

EiiGH

where 6(i,J'). E(i,i) is the same as in Def. 1.and E(}'). C'()')

is the same as in Def. 2. FL(resp. F2) shows how offensive

Player-1(resp. player12) is and how different the move is in kI

time-i-Replay.
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Definition 4_The amountof information forplayers

K
Zx (i)-∑ Fx(i,良),

たこ l

where x-i.2. K shows the number of times the Replay were

repeated.

Tp shows the step in which lx is peaked and To shows the

step in which lx-0(x=1.2). Zx(i) shows the summation of Zx from

the step i to the nearest To. St(Tp ) Shows the number of

offensivemoves from the step Tp to thenearestTo in SG.

We asked our friends or high school students, totally more

than 200 persons to follow the mentioned procedure.Ea-ch player

was familiarwith Renju almost aswellas the playmate.Some did

notplay thegameand somedid notunderstand the procedure.

We can see the obvious correla.tion between the sequence of

themove in SG and the advantageA inReplay atた=1.For example.

the progress of SG of the example in Fig.4-3 can be represented

as 'nnnnnnnnlnn21nlnlZn2lnl'.where 1 shows thatPlayer-i took an

offensive move in t.he step,2 shows Player-2 did and n shows the

move isnotoffensive.andN-23. at.which Player-i took '4-3..In

the 9-th step Player-1 took the initiative firstly and in the

13-th.and 21-th step he turned the tables.and in the 12-th and

18-th step Player-2 turned the tables. The sign of A(i.i) is

represented as .000- 日 +-+-+++++--++001 through i(1≦l≦22) with

∫-6.This is shown in Fig.4-3-Iwith interrupted line. It should

be remarked that A(i,1)くOwhen z'-5,9 and 17 and that A(i,1)>O

when i-8 and 14. In this example.we can say that if in the i-th

step either player took the initiative firstly or turned the

tables in SG.in 1-time-(卜4)-Replay the other player took the
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advantage.Wecanseethesamecorrelation in Fig.4-3-‖～Y.

We could obtain totally 90 examples for the first ini-

tiative or the turning of the tables in SG.We introduce the

notation iforthestepsofthetakingoffirstinitiativeofthe

turnofthetables,and call-7-rollback.toトーime-(i -T)-Replay

if the トーh move inSGisrepresented as 一十一andA(f一丁,良)≦Ois

satisfied(resp. it is 一一●andA(卜で,良)≧0).As for91.1% of the

data.T-rOllbackwas successfulwhen た三1 andT=4【9].The success

explicitly shows thatPlayers somehow .learn.from the progress

of SG. The reason why it is more successful in T-4 will be

explained followingsection.

One example of the change of the fraction of information F

for た is shown in Fig.4-5.The obvious featuI･e of thevariation

isasfollows

1:Forた.F doesnotseemtochangeremarkably.when i-1or2.

2: P is rapidly saturated to become zero for several steps i

before〟-1.

3:When iis furtherearlier.F seemstobeoncesa.turated.rise

again.and besaturatedagain.

4:AsSG proceeds(i.e.i increases).F tendstodecreasewith k

morerapidly.

A remarkable feature is obvious in the third figure. in

which K-20 andN-20. When i-14. F keeps to fluctuate.andpeaks

are emerged several times. Especially at た=19, F attains the

maximum value in the14-Replay.F issodefinedastobe zero if

theorbitof 良-time-i-Replay isthesameastheSG orbitorthat

ofp-time-i-Replay(1_<p<た).Then themaxium value shows that the

orbitof19-time-14-Replay isdifferentfromthem.

Fig. 4-6 Shows an example of the variation of Fl and F2

through i foroneSGwithK=1.Theupperfigure inFig.4-7 shows
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the correlation between Zx(Tp) and ITp-Totand the lower one

shows the correlation between Zx(Tp ) and St(Tp ) with both of

Players(Ⅹ-1.2).

4-4.Results and analysis

4-4-1.The successofT-rollback

The success of T-rOllback(良-1 and 7-4) suggests that from a

situation the players can know at least the one orbit whose

length is more than 4. if ithasbeen realized.Needless to say,

they cannotalways search a.llof the orbitswhose length is4.We

will discuss abouthow the knowledge newly ga.ined is Ieffective-

to the progress ofReplay according to the characterofRenju.

Suppose that the player-1 takes the first initiative or

turns the tables in the i-th step in SG.

1 :In 1-time-(i-1)-Replay.Playerll takes the firstmove in

the (∫-1+1)-th step.He took the offensivemove in the f-th step

in SG on the above supposition. and he is expected to take the

sameoffensivemove oranotheroffensive one in Replay.Therefore

Player-2 must defend itand hemay select theotherway to defend

froTn the one in SG. In most cases. Playerl1 will take an

offensive move in the (チ-1+3)-th move and Pla.yer-2 has little

chance to success 1-rollback. Player-2 may success only if

Player-1 forget the orbit of SG or take the offensive movewhose

defensivemove is offensive forPlayer-2.

2 : In 1-time-(チ-2)-Replay. Player-2 ta.kes the firstmove in

the (ト2+1)-th step.He can take the move to interrupt directly

the orbit realized in SG or take on the site where Player-1 put

-ishi-in the (f-2+2)-th step in SG.Player-2 can always interrupt
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the orbit except for in the case that Player-1-s move is

offensive in the (卜2)-th step in SG.The character is induced

from the rule of Renju which allow the players to put one of

.lshl'On any open sites and this can be found in neitherChess

nor Othello. But even if he interrupt. the offensive move of

Player-1-sin the(チ-2+2)-th stepwouldbe inevitable.Becausein

most cases more than two ways to offend were Tea.dy with the

Player-1●s move(the move is called .co-shzL- in terms ofRenJ'zL-

rule) in the (卜2)-th step in SG and Player-1 Can take another

offensivemove in the(f-2+2)-th step in (ト2)-Replay.Rather.in

mostcases.sincetherewerethepluralwaystooffend in the (ド

2)-th step.Player-2 Could notpreventallof them with onemove

and Player-i could take the offensivemove in the i-th step in

SG.Of course we cannot say thatPlayer-2 can never success 2-

rollback.butthatwillhardlyhappenaswellasi-rollback.

3 :In 1-time-(i-3)-Replay.Player-1takesthefirstmovein

the (f-3+1)-th move.He can take the same move in SG or make

prepara.tion forthe offensivemove in the (ト3+3)-th step.Ifhe

does.Playerl2 has little chance for 3-rollback as wellas the

case of 2-rollback.Player-1 Would takes another move from the

oneinSGwhich couldcausethefavorablesituation,Onlywhenhe

estimatesthatitismoreeffective.

4 : In 1-time-(ト4)-Replay. Player-1 can firstly take an

offensive move or a defensive one from Player-1'sco-shzLin the

nextstep.In somecasestherema.yexistsotherwaystomakemore

advantageous situation for Player-2. We can search for all

possibleway inprinciple.butwecannotpractically,becausethe

search to takeamove isterminatedbeforeallofthe elementary

events are analyzed.and we takes an ad hoc move.Therefore we

find the observation or search under finite velocity of obser-
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Vation propagation in the progression of the game,ReT2)'u.But it

isnot so simple.Player-2has to take theTnOVe in the (i-4+1)-th

step to kill the effect of Player-1●s move on the orbit in SG,

and so he will take another move from the one in SG.Then the

effect of themove in the (ト3)-th step in SG can be lost and it

might make even more dangerous situation because the (i-4)-th

situation is so advantageous forPlayer-I that.he could reach the

turning point through the orbit in SG. Though it would not be

easy. we can say that Player-2 has more chance to success I-

rollback(T≧4) while he has little chance in the case of T一一

rollback(T●-1.2 or3).

5 :In 1-t.ime-(tl5)-Replay.Player-Itakes the firstmove in

the (t15+1)-th step. He can take another move and then t.he

situat,ion is changed. It may be moI'e effective than in SG and

anyway Player-2 must 'consider'overagain in thenext step.So.

5-rollback is less successive than 4-rollback.And the largerT,

the larger the times of the turning ta.bュes.Then.memory for the

system must.be larger ifthe learning system.theplayer,has the

momory store. More or less.We may say with experience that we

are impossible to remember all of then.And our players in this

experiment are not experts of such games.So we may say that T-

rollback(T>_5) is lesssuccessive than 4lrOllback.

As mentioned in the previous chapter. we can see 92%

successful 7-rOllback with た-1 and T王=4,and we are certain that

T-rOllback(I-4) could happen though it is difficult. If we take

the standpoint of the external observer and suppose that we can

describe the system for prediction of Player-s definitely.what

is introduced with the success of T-rOllback? (Here the system

for prediction means what estimates all the candidates of the

nextmoveand decides theorderofpriority in each time step.In
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ReT7.7'uthenumberofthecandidatesiscountableand/orfinite.)

1 : If the system forprediction in Replay is the same in

the (ト3)-th stepandanotherelementisselectedoutofthesame

set of the maximum priority as in SG. then it will be induced

thatinSGPlayerscontinuedtochoosethemovewhich resulted in

mistakeand inReplay theykeepuptoselectthesuccessfulmoves

fromamongthesamesetat.leastin the(ト3)-th step(tshowsthe

turningstep inSG).Sothisishardlyprospective.

2 : Suppose that the system for prediction in Replay is

almost the same in the (t13)-th step in SG.The difference is

that it estimates the oI･bit of SG is the most. 'dangerousf and

givesthepath themaxiTnumOrderofpriority ifthei-th stepwas

the turningpoint in SG.Nowwemustrememberthat4-rollback is

can be successfulbut it isnotea.sy.this isbecausePlayerhas

totakeadifferentmovefromSG and itislikely thatthemove●s

effect in SG.which be had thought,Will be lost and then the

playmatemightbemoreoffensivebeforerollback.Ifhehad taken

to prevent the playmate■soffend beforehand in SG. in Repla.y he

would be wide open and give the playmate a chance.To succeed

rollback.Playermust find themovenotto losethe effect in SG

or the more effective one. In the (卜4+1)-th step in (チ-4)-

Replay. ifone playeI'takeson the same sitewhere the playmate

took in the (卜2)-th step in SG.he can defend the move which

oftenpreparedmoretha.n twowaystooffend fortheplaymate.But

in most cases he only defends atmost two or threeways though

theremay existsmanyotherways. and inmostcaseshe losesthe

effectofthemove inSG.So.such easy idea isnotprospective.

Anyway.7-rollback(T=4)issodifficultthatitwouldnotsuccess

if the realized orbit in SG was interpreted as data or mere

'knowledge-.
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Thenwecan say thatweexternalobserverscannot ignore the

proceeding of SG and the system for prediction must be somehow

transformed between in SG and in Replay. This transformation

implies the existence of the meta-system estimalting the pre-

diction systemor -1earning●.

4-4-2.Thevariationoftheinformation through た

Ifwegoon theassumption thatthesystem forprediction is

definitive.then it is induced that the learning processcan be

described definitely. If Player-s system for prediction is

transformed through some learningprocesswith the increaseofた.

in た-time-i-Replay Player would take the more .effective●move

than in SG or in the i'-Replay(l'くi).APlayertakesthemoveon

theopen site in theboard.and thenumberofthecandidate for

the next move is always finite in RenJ'zL-rule. Player cannot

continue to take the different move through た. So. ln any

learning process the orbit of たItime-卜Replay must be saturated

witharbitrary i.ifたissufficiently large.

When た≧2. the rate of T-rOllback(7-4) decreases as 良

increases. Because Players repeatedly take moves in the same

situation and they know themost offensive orbit for themselves

afterSG and some trials ofReplay,Of courseboth of them know

the orbit at wild guess and sometimes they can know that they

weremistaken.They can find the 一more'offensiveone in た-time-

i-Replay as k is increased,yet itmaynotbethemostoffensive

one,since they always takemoves atwild guess.Ifwe t.ake the

standpointofPlayers,such ■discover'isverynaturaland rather

faTniliar. because we have experienced in many times that our

guess is groundless.But if we take the standpoint of external
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Observersand plan todescribe the learning process consistently.

the ■discover●makesexternalobserversembarra.ssed

Fig. 4-5 shows some examples of 良-times-i-Replay(the

horizontal axis is for k). when i-1 or less than a few. F is

hardly saturated for A.The behavior of F in i-Replay is almost

the same an utterly different SG. though the number of ele-

mentary events is countless. Taking the standpoint of external

observers. we can interpret that Player can select a move from

many candidates for the next step.So it is a matter of course

for external observers that F is rarely saturated. Otherwise.

Someeffective orbitswerea priorl readied andRenjuwasneither

interestingnorsurprising.

When i-5 0r a few more.F isgradually saturated for た. i=5

is the first step in which Player-1put just the third -isfLl- in

his color. In one case he can take an offensive move with least

pieces of ●lshl. and in one casehe can take 'coIShu. i-6 is as

well for Player-2. Then. if Player does not take an offensive

move in his turn. in many cases theplaymate offendsat the next

step. If Player is offended. in the next step t.he playmate must

take a defensive move which is selected among from a. few

candidates(in the case of -3-reT2-.the two sitesneighbor to -3-

T'en'in the direction are defensive sites.See Fig.4-2).so.if

Player can take an offensive move in his turn.he tends to take

it. Or he would be offended in the next step.(It should be

remarked that an offensive move is notalways themost effective

move for the situation.) In these stepshe has atmost two or a

little more offensive ways. So, in the beginning of i-Replay

Players would select the same move as in SG or in l'-Replay

(i'<i). A few ways to defend for Player exist and after that a

few ways to offend for the other may exist. Dependent on a
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situation.offensivewaysmaybeexhausted orsomewaystodefend

isalso offendingmoves.Inany casepath isdiverged into a few

or more branches. So. it is not strange that F is gradually

saturatedwith た.

When i is further more. the saturation is more rapid.

Because the more effective move for offence and/Or for defence

more clearly appear.(Ofcourse it isPlayer-s interpretation and

there may exist the more effective moves.) In these steps, the

two defending sites for -3-T.eT2- may be utterly different since

the situation is already non-symmetric.They may be differently

associated with the neighbor sites in the other direction from

'3-rep-. The path is still diverged.but Player would estimate

whichpath is morehopefultomaintain the initiativeamongfrom

ways to offend in his tables. In other cases he would estimate

which path is more effective for interrupting the p上a.ymate-s

strategy among from ways todefend.So.taking thestandpointof

external observers.we can say that the cardinalnumber (of the

most highly estimated moves extracted from Player●s system for

prediction in i-Replay)issmallerthan in i-Replay.wherei-50r

a few more. Then the saturation tends to happen and is more

rapid.

When i-N-i or a few earlier. F is much more rapidly

saturated. In these steps the winner of SG knows the best

strategy for his win and in i-Replay he has only to follow it

however the playmate change the way to defend. Then the loser

hardly takesthedefensivemoveandthenumberofdefensivemoves

isatmostoneortwo.Unlessthewinnerforgetthestrategy.the

same orbits will be traced after a few times of i-Replay.Here

the loser does not utterly have ways to success rollback or to

tide over the unfavorable situation. But even though the way
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exists. at least the loser could not find the way to recover in

SG and also in i-Replay he could be stillunconscious of it..

Call -the convicted situationl to the situation from which

one Player can continue to offend and always win. however the

other tries to defend. Unless all of the elementary events a.re

searched, We cannot judge whether a situation is the convicted

one or not. Rather. we ca.∩ say that the progress of the game

depends on the judgement of Players'. At least the (〟-1)-th

situation in SG is the convicted one.IfSG endswith '4-oigafl'.

the sit.uation in the step is convicted. And that situation is

not in which the winner of SG did not offend. If in SG both

Players knows that the situation in the Tlth step is the

convicted situation,then 7-Replay willbe soon saturatedwith た.

As external observers.we sometimes find that a situation is the

convicted one but it is often overlooked and Pla.yers make it

invalid. For example. though one Player took -Nisete■ in his

turn, not only the playmate but also the Player himself took

moves on the different sites after that.Players take one of the

most ●effective-moves in SG. It is not until the situation was

the convicted one that the loser was conscious of it. otherwise

he would not lose. If we ta.ke the loser●s standpoint.we would

'consider'anothermove in i-Replay.where i is a little earlier

than N-1. Ifhe finds that the situation is the convicted one.F

willbe saturated with た as i-Replay when i-N-1ora few earlier.

But we, Player. cannot decide that a situation is convicted

except for the (Nll)-th situation in SG or the situation in the

step of '4-oigati' In fact. though both of Players judged the

situation was convicted. later they often find in Replay that the

more effectivemove exists and it isnotconvicted.Thewinnerof

SG also knows it is not, though hemight judge it.(Of course we,
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as externa.1obsevers,cannotsay it isnot truly convicted.It is

so judged in many cases only since the number of the paths is

increased and Both Playersbecomeunable to follow theprogress.)

Themistake is caused thatPlayers cannothelp judging itatwild

guess.And themistake isneverexposed tillthemove is taken.

When i is several times before N. Sometimes F is once

saturated and rise again repeated i-Replay in Fig.4-5.Because

Playersmay find that the situation isnot convicted after taking

moves,and then they will come to be faced with the -discovered●

situation.They willtakemoves stillatwild guess.If t.hey will

take the most ■effective■ move, and then F can be gradually or

rapidly saturated witb た. But the possibility for Players to

discover the more effective path always remains low. So long as

Players take moves at wild guess. For example. the loser in SG

may find anew path which inducehim to advantageous situation in

た-time-i-Replay with た‡1. After the Replay the winner of SG may

find the move which make thenew move invalid and after that the

losermay discover the move which make the lostmove valid a.gain

or themore effective move.Taking the standpoint ofPlayers.We

take it a matter of course thatF can always rise however many

timeswe repeated from the same situation.

If we take the standpoint of external observers and intend

to describe the learning process a priors. t.he above-mentioned

situation leads to difficulty in principle.because the rise ofF

or the discovery of a new path can happen in any 卜Replay except

for i=N-1 and in the step of 14-oigati.. It tends to happen when

i is a few or further earlier than N-i.though thenumber of the

elementary events is much smaller than in T-Replay with 7-1 0r a

few more.As described above, if we define the learning process

in the context of an external observer, the value of all of the
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Candidates for the nextmovemustbe estimated and thevalue of

the output in た-time一卜Replay must continue to be increased(or

decreased) through た, The number of the candidates is always

finite in RenJ'u. then the most effective orbit exists for any

situation andP willbe saturated with た. But the obtaineddata

showsthatthenewpathcouldbetakenandF can risein spiteof

the decrease of the elementary events through i. So. We are

hardlyabletodecidehowmany times卜Replay shouldbe repeated.

This is independent ofwhetherwe,externalobservers,know the

best strategy, or the optimal path for a.situation or not in

theory.

414-3.ThecorrelationbetweenZx(Tp).lTp-T.l.andSHTpJ

When ll(i)-0,in i-Replay Player-1Cannot take anothermove

from in SG and/or cannot take offensive moves.Renju is origi-

nally the game in which Player intend to force theplaymat.e to

stalemate.Player-iisin thestalematedsituation in i-Replay if

ZL(i)-0. Ifwe take the standpoint ofPlayers and they take the

progressofSG intoconsideration.thecorrelationbetweenZx(Tp)

and LTD-T.Iwill show that clearly they are conscious of the

stalemated situation and they 'struggle. Or consider the more

effectivewayssomehoworothertilltheyarestalemated.And the

correlationbetweenZx(Tp)andSt(Tp)willshow thatthemoves in

i-Replay are somehow dependent on those of SG.The systems for

predictionarealsodependentsomehow.Asexternalobservers.the

correlationssuggeststhatthe informationgenerated in i-Replay.

which isalwaysgeneratedafterSG.canbesomehowutilzed in the

SG itself. It implies that the decision change for a move (王

posf色r'iori perpetually proceeds in SG.and that the systeEn for
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prediction is perpetually transformed without the estimation

function for that system.

The learning process could be said to be autonomous because

it is remarkable with bialogical object. Fig.4-8 Shows a

characteristic feature with biological process.Zx(i). which is

summation of Zx from the step ito thenearestTo. rapidly rise,

and gradually decrease till t,he step To.The similar tendency is

the time variance of the amount of DNA in a cell[10] Or the

punctuated equilibration in evolutionary process.[11].

4-5_Discussion

One reason why we adopt ReTZju is that the probablistic

progress isomitted.If it is included like card game ormahjong.

then we cannot 'holdl the input or the initial condition through

repeated games and the change ofF may be explained merely with

the change of input.The rule ofchessgame andOthello game also

omit the probablistic progress but they are more complex. It

should be remarked thatPlayercan put -1shl-On any open site in

the board and the slight change of the move will cause remakable

change of the progress inReTZju.On the otherhand.in chess game

he can move a chessman to some sites following the rule and the

turning of the tables is not frequent.Then Player'S ●learning■

is more obvious in RenJ'u with T-rollback(T=4).And the knowledge

of formulas will influence the progress. In othello game the

number of the candidates for the next move is always small and

the formulas is known. Most people do not know the formulas of

ReT7ju and the number of the candidates for the next move is

always many and Player often fail to notice the more effective

move. It may be found in Replay and shown as T-rOllback or the
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change of F. or it may continue to be unknown.Then 'discover.

ismorepossible inReT7ju.

Oneway toassociatewith an object is tounderstand that it

is a black box which necessarily shows the fixed output for a.

certain input. If any input can be linked to the corresponded

output. the description as the black box is completed and we

could say the object isprogrammableor controllable[12].Ⅰf the

output is changed,the 'histoI･y'Can be taken into consideration

and the learning (orevolution)system can bedescribed.Here the

system isalsoprogrammableorcontrollable.

The black box and/Or the system may be described but it is

notnecessary that the black box and/Orthe system is the object

itself and that the object will be transformed through the

learning (or evolution) system hereafter. The change of F

suggests that. The success of T-rOllback(T=4) point out that

Players certainly 'learn. somehow. The candidate for the next

move is always finite in Renju and the learning system would be

described as for thepast transformation.but it isdifficult to

apply the system to the future transformation.even if Players.

system for prediction can be described completely and external

observers know the most effective moves for any situation.Then

wemay sayPlayers 'consider..ThecorrelationbetweenZx(Tp ) and

tTp-T.lor st(Tp) also tell us that Players ･learn･ from the

progressofSG.ThevarianceofZx(日 seemsalike to thefeature

ofbiologicalevolution.

We may say that the biological object is creative or

evolutionalsince itcan alwaysbetrayourintention toapply the

transformation system of past to the future.The feature of the

learning in the man-t0-man game suggests thatPlayers tconsider-

ortheymaybecreative.
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Fig.4-3 :OneexampleofSGand theReplay(Player-itook '4-3'in
the 23-th step). The white letter against black circle shows
Player-1's move. The number is the order of step. The black
letterisPlayer-2-S.They starti-Replay from theトth situation
ofSG(l≦is(〟-1)).
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l ー

Fig.4-4 : Five examples for the change of A(i.1) through i for
one SG and the Replays. The real line. broken line and inter-
rupted line show respectively the values for J-2.J-4 and J-6.
Suppose that Player-1 took the initiative or turned the table in
the tl-th step and Player-2 did in the t2-th step. The black
stars are plotted at i-t1-4. The arrow shows that A(tL-4.1)<0.
Thewhite starsareplotted at i-t2-4andA(t2-4.1)>0.
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Fig.4-5 :Three examples for the change ofF(i,良)through た for
each i-Replay.



4

F2

28 N=3回

Fig･4-6 : Two examples of the change of FL(i.1) and F2(i.1)
through i(The upper figure is in the same SGand Replay as in
Fig･4-3 or Fig.4-4-i.The lower is in the sameas in Fig.4-4-V).
Tp shows the peaked step with FI Or F2. Tp for Fl are
5.8.10,12.14.16 and 20.To forFl are 17and 21.
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Fig.4-7 :The upper figure shows the correlation between Zx and
tTp-ToJ.The lower shows the correlation between Zx and Sf(Tp).
Morethan 120pointisplotted.
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Fig･4-8 : Two examples of the change of Zl(i.1) and Z2(i.1)
through iforthesametwogamesas in Fig.4-6.
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Chapter5.Conclusion

The finite velocity of the observation propagation in

biologicala.spectwere investigated emprically. Ifwe accept the

finiteness.we cannot help confronting the measurement problem.

In the description theproblem is represnt.ed as theparadox.So

we have to accept the paradox to approach to biological aspect

and totakepartin thescientificlanguagegame.

Our intention is to accept the measurement problem and to

incorpolate the paradox into description. In AEB, the time-

reverse rule represented with FD conta.in the contradiction with

theordinalruleand thecontradictiveeffectdirectlydependson

theChild forDMB. PNB andHMS.AsforTheorem i.primitiveFD is

deduced and each box is classified. Then dependent on the

selectionway ofChild forDMB, PNB andHMB. thenumberoftime-

reverse rule is identified.Espesially forRule 54 and 250.the

contradiction can bedually occured.These rulemay bedifficult

totake inAEB.

RenJ'u is utilized to make the paradox obvious though

indirect.ly.We take the assumpt.ion that.external observers can

measure the players'system for prediction at a moment and the

players wish to take as an effective move as possible to win.

Since the number of the candidates for the next step is always

finite in ReTZju. allof the open siteshave to be estimated and

the orbit of Replay have to become fixed. for any learning

process or the transformation system. So, the fraction of

information F should be saturated when the repeated times k is

sufficiently large.Theobtaineddat.a suggests thatF wouldnot.

Then we show the paradoxical aspect and we may find that the
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playersmust 'consider'Orthey are 'subject'.

We continue to associate with the paradox both in formu-

1ation and in experiment. The way may approach to the

understanding of life.
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